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Abstract 

 

Antimicrobial fibers are very useful in various fields such as air and water purification, 

wound dressings and protective bandages, where sterile environments are essential. The non-

woven nanofiber mats or membranes are able to filter out microorganisms and potentially 

kill several threatening pathogenic bacteria. In this thesis, a variety of styrene-maleimide 

copolymer derivatives were prepared based on the modification of poly(styrene-co-maleic 

anhydride with various primary amine compounds.  

All prepared copolymer derivatives were electrospun to nanofiber mats using the needle 

electrospinning technique. For the characterization, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were used to study the thermal properties of the 

electrospun fiber mats. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out to observe fiber 

dimensions and morphology. 

The antibacterial activity of electrospun fiber mats was evaluated against different bacteria 

including Staphylococcus aureus (Gram-positive), Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (Gram-negative). The evaluation study utilized different tools to test for 

antibacterial activity and mode of cell death, including bioluminescent imaging, fluorescence 

imaging and the viable cell counting method. Excellent antimicrobial activity was obtained 

against the different strains especially against Staphylococcus aureus. Fiber mats containing 

tertiary amino groups, phenol or quaternary ammonium groups had the strongest 

antimicrobial properties.  
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Opsomming 

Antimikrobiese vesels is baie nuttig in verskeie toepassingsgebiede, soos lug- en 

watersuiwering, wondbedekkings en beskermende verbande, waar ‘n steriele omgewing 

noodsaaklik is. Die ongeweefde nanovesel matte of membrane is in staat om mikro-

organismes te verwyder deur filtrasie, maar kan ook verskeie patogeniese bakterieë 

doodmaak. In hierdie proefskrif is ‘n verskeidenheid stireen-maleimied kopolimeer 

afgeleides gesintetiseer, gebaseer op die modifikasie van poli(stireen-ko-maleïne anhidried) 

met verskeie primêre amien verbindings. 

Nanovesel matte van al die gesintetiseerde kopolimeer afgeleides is gemaak deur gebruik te 

maak van die naald-elektrospin tegniek. Die termiese eienskappe van hierdie nanovesel matte 

is bestudeer deur gebruik te maak van differensiële skandeer kalorimetrie (DSK) en 

termogravitasie analiese (TGA) as karakteriseringsmetodes.  Die vesel dimensies en 

morfologie is bestudeer deur skandeer elektronmikroskopie as karakteriseringsmetode te 

gebruik.   

Die antibakteriële aktiwiteit van die gespinde vesel matte is geëvalueer teen verskillende 

bakterieë, naamlik Staphylococcus aureus (Gram-positief), Escherichia coli en Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (Gram-negatief).  Die evalueringstudie het verskillende instrumente gebruik om 

vir antibakteriële aktiwiteit en meganisme van seldood te toets, insluitend bioluminiserings 

beelding, fluoressensie beelding en die lewensvatbare sel tellingsmetode.  Uitstekende 

antimikrobiese aktiwiteit is verkry teen die verskillende rasse, veral teen Staphylococcus 

aureus. Vesel matte met tersiêre aminogroepe, fenol of kwaternêre ammoniumgroepe het die 

sterkste antimikrobiese eienskappe gehad. 
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1 

 

Chapter 1 Introduction and Aims 

 

1.1 Introduction  

Nosocomial infections, microbial contamination and infection risks especially in medical 

related sectors have led to the growing demand to prevent such microbial infection in these 

areas. In the past decade, research efforts have notably increased to synthesize and design 

new effective antimicrobial polymeric materials. These materials can be divided in different 

categories such as the incorporation of effective biocides previously known to impart 

antimicrobial effects by default or rendered by an external stimulus such as light. Surface 

modification has been utilized to minimize or inhibit microbial growth. Another approach is 

the inclusion of naturally occurring antimicrobial substances in fibrous or other polymeric 

substrates. Many chemical agents including silver, hydrogen peroxide, iodine, and 

polypeptides have been incorporated into polymers to kill bacterial pathogens. However, 

some of these current approaches have certain disadvantages. For example, the continuous 

release of low molecular weight antibacterial agents from matrices can lead to diminishing 

effectiveness over time. Also, the cytotoxicity of some antibacterial agents, such as silver 

that binds to DNA and prevents replication, adversely impacts the promise of these low 

molecular weight antibacterial agents in treating infections. 

There is considerable demand to synthesize new polymeric materials with inherent 

antimicrobial properties. To date there are limited studies reported on the synthesis of non-

leaching antimicrobial fibers. It is of interest to design new materials with antimicrobial 

activities, taking into consideration a suitable polymer system and its synthetic method. 

Poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) (SMA) is a good example of a functionalized polymer 

system that is conveniently post-modified and/or processed. 

Electrospinning is a simple, low-cost, and effective technology to produce polymer 

nanofibers, or polymer composite materials. Electrospun nanofibers have very large surface 

area to volume ratio, which enables such nanofibrous scaffolds to have many biomedical and 

industrial applications. Membranes or fiber mats made out of these nanofibers can be used in 
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a variety of applications like filtration, tissue engineering, drug delivery, etc. Therefore, 

nanofibers are considered an effective candidate to be utilized as antimicrobial materials.  

1.2 Objectives  

The basic motivation for this work is to investigate the antimicrobial activity of new polymer 

materials based on poly(styrene-co-maleimide) derivatives. The polymer precursor utilized is 

poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) (SMA). The advantage of this particular material is that it 

can be readily modified through its highly reactive anhydride groups. Furthermore, SMA is 

easily prepared via radical polymerization of styrene and maleic anhydride. It is also 

commercially available in different grades varying in molar mass and anhydride content. The 

goal of this work is to develop new permanent antimicrobial compounds in the form of 

insoluble non-woven fiber mats based on styrene-maleimide copolymer derivatives. The 

polymers prepared were inspired by introducing previously known biocidal groups and 

chemically attaching them onto the polymer chain. The objectives of the study can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. To synthesize a high molar mass alternating styrene-maleic anhydride (SMA) 

copolymer that has approximately 50% maleic anhydride units. 

2. To post-modify the alternating SMA copolymer with various primary amine 

compounds namely, 3-dimethylaminopropylamine (DMAPA), n-aminobutane and 2-

aminoethanol to obtain fully imidized copolymer derivatives.  

3. To prepare 4-hydroxyphenyl maleimide monomer and copolymerize it with styrene to 

synthesize poly(styrene-co-N-(p-hydroxyphenyl)maleimide.  

4. To synthesize a series of quaternized derivatives based on the DMAPA imidized 

copolymers of both SMA grades (alternating and commercial). Four alkyl halide 

compounds including, methyl iodide, 1-bromobutane, 1-bromooctane, and 1-

dodecylbromide are selected to quaternize the tertiary amino groups into quaternary 

ammonium moieties.  

5. To synthesize non-woven nanofiber mats via electrospinning of all prepared 

copolymer derivatives and optimize the electrospinning conditions for each polymer 

system. 
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6. Evaluate the antimicrobial activity of the electrospun fiber mats against different 

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Also, to investigate the mode of action of 

cell death via fluorescence microscopy. 

	

1.3 Layout of the Dissertation 

Chapter 1: A brief introduction to the scope of the study is described and the specific 

objectives are highlighted in this chapter. 

Chapter 2: An overview of previous research studies and protocols related to this project are 

presented here. The survey provides an introduction into different classes of antimicrobial 

materials. The main focus is on strategies for the introduction of antimicrobial properties in 

polymer materials to date. 

Chapter 3: This chapter describes the synthetic protocols and the characterization of 

alternating styrene-maleic anhydride copolymer, and styrene-maleimide copolymer 

derivatives.  

Chapter 4: In this chapter the electrospinning conditions of the maleimide derivatives is 

presented. The thermal properties of the produced fiber mats were discussed as well as fiber 

morphology.  

Chapter 5: This chapter presents an antimicrobial evaluation study of all synthesized 

electrospun polymer fiber mats. Various Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria were 

used for the study. An indication of cytotoxicity on mammalian cells was also addressed on 

potent fiber mats.  

Chapter 6: Conclusions and recommendations for future research are highlighted in this 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review  

 

This chapter is a full review paper published in Future Medicinal Chemistry: 

Bshena, O.; Heunis, T.D.J.; Dicks, L.M.T.; Klumperman, B. - Antimicrobial fibres: Therapeutic 

possibilities and recent advances – Future Med. Chem. 2011, 3, 1821-1847 

 

2.1 Abstract  

The emergence of multi-drug-resistant bacteria such as methicillin-resistant strains of 

Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), vancomycin-resistant enterococci, Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, Acinetobacter baumannii and extended-spectrum b-lactamase (carbapenemase)-

producing Enterobacteriaceae is becoming a serious threat. New-generation antimicrobial 

agents need to be developed. This includes the design of novel antimicrobial compounds and 

drug-delivery systems. This review provides an introduction into different classes of 

antimicrobial materials. The main focus is on strategies for the introduction of antimicrobial 

properties in polymer materials. These can be roughly divided into surface modification, 

inclusion of antimicrobial compounds that can leach from the polymer, and the introduction 

of polymer-bound moieties that provide the polymer with antimicrobial properties. One of 

the main challenges in the development of antimicrobial polymers for the use in contact with 

human tissue is the concomitant demand of non-cytotoxicity. Current research is strongly 

focused on the latter aspect. 

2.1 Introduction 

Microbial contamination is of great concern, especially in hospitals1,2, water purification 

systems, animal feed and food.3-5 Hospital-acquired infections are caused by several species, 

of which Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumonia, Serratia marcescens, Citrobacter freundii, 

Morganella morganii, Enterobacter spp., Proteus mirabilis, Burkholderia spp., 

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Acinetobacter baumannii are 

the most common. The emergence of multi-drug resistant bacteria, such as methicillin-
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resistant strains of Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant enterococci 

(VRE), is increasing and the control of these bacteria is considered one of the biggest 

challenges the medical world is facing.6-8 A large number of S. aureus strains resistant to 

oxacillin, nafcillin, quinopristin-dalfopristin, rifampicin, ciprofloxacillin, teichoplanin, 

cefazolin and cephalothin A have been reported.9  Multi-drug resistant strains of 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Acinetobacter baumannii and extended-spectrum β-lactamase 

(carbapenemase)-producing Enterobacteriaceae  are also on the list of extreme pathogens.10,11 

In the USA alone, approximately two million cases of bacterial infections are annually 

reported.12 More than 90,000 patients die from, or have been associated with, bacterial 

infections.10  

Pathogens sensitive to antibiotics may become resistant by acquiring genes from resistant 

microorganisms in the same niche, or they develop novel ways to prevent antibiotics from 

entering the cell.  Resistance to β-lactam antibiotics is conferred by expression of the NDM-1 

gene that encodes a broad-spectrum β-lactamase (carbapenemase).13 A recent study reported 

that the NDM-1 gene was mostly present in Gram-negative bacteria, including Escherichia 

coli and K. pneumonia.14  Bacteria containing the NDM-1 gene usually exhibit resistance to a 

number of antibiotics.14 

Some organisms are naturally more resistant to antimicrobials, a characteristic that seems to 

be strain-specific. In general, Gram-negative bacteria are more resistant to antibacterial 

agents compared to Gram-positive bacteria.  This is mainly due to structural differences in 

their cell walls and the resistance is not specific towards a certain antimicrobial 

compound.15,16 Organisms may also become resistant to antimicrobial agents through 

production of enzymes that inactivate the antimicrobial agent, efflux pumps that remove an 

antimicrobial agent from the cell, down regulation (or alteration) of genes encoding an outer 

membrane protein channel, or through alteration of their cell walls.17,18 In a few rare cases, 

the antimicrobial agent serves as energy source and is degraded. A typical example is the 

metabolism of benzoate to succinic acid and acetyl coenzyme A by species of Bacillus, 

Pseudomonas, Corynebacterium, Micrococcus and Aspergillus through a β-ketoadipate 

pathway.19 

Incentive strategies have been proposed to minimise and control the progression of multi-

drug resistant bacteria.20,21 There is no question that the effective prevention and control of 

bacterial infections is an increasingly important part of any medical procedure.  To prevent 
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bacterial contamination, responsible steps in the practice and application of antimicrobial 

agents need to be closely monitored. 

In this survey, the following approach will be taken. The initial sections are focused on 

known antimicrobial agents, ranging from low molecular weight compounds, via 

polypeptides and (other) natural polymers to synthetic polymers with antimicrobial activity. 

These sections are used as an introduction into some concepts of antimicrobial activity. The 

subsequent sections focus on strategies to introduce antimicrobial activity in polymer 

materials. These include surface modifications, inclusion of compounds that leach from the 

polymer and introduction of polymer-bound (non-leaching) groups that invoke antimicrobial 

activity. In a variety of cases, the antimicrobial polymers are inspired by the approaches 

presented in the initial sections of the review. 

 

2.2 Antimicrobial agents 

Antimicrobial agents are classified according to their mode of action (Table 1). Most of these 

agents are used as bactericides or fungicides and are mostly aimed at the treatment of 

infections.  The classification of antibiotics, antibacterial- and antifungal agents is discussed 

in the book authored by André Bryskier.22 Novel antimicrobial agents have been developed 

by combining low and high molar mass compounds and have been chemically modified to 

produce specific antimicrobial properties. The mode of action of various antimicrobial 

compounds on spores, bacteria, fungi and viruses is summarized in Figure 2.1. 

2.2.1 Low molecular weight inorganic and organic antimicrobial agents 

Metals are well known for their antimicrobial properties and are arranged in the following 

descending order, based on antifungal properties: Ag > Hg > Cu > Cd > Cr > Ni >Pb > Co > 

Zn > Fe > Ca.23 Extensive studies have been devoted to the incorporation of silver 

compounds and silver ions into different polymers.24-26 The practical application of silver as 

antimicrobial agent has been tested in water and air filters,27-30 food packaging material,31 

wound dressings32,33 and textiles.34-37  Health risks associated with excess silver are discussed 

in the review by Singh et al.38 Silver-stabilized citrate and silver-stabilized 

poly(vinylpyrrolidone) nanoparticles slowly dissolve in water and release silver ions.39  
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These ions interact with DNA40 by binding to the guanine N7 atom or between the A-T or G-

C base pairs.41  Ultimately DNA replication is hampered.42  

 

Table 2.1: Classification of antimicrobial agents (adapted from reference 43) 

Term Concise definition 

Antibiotic  A  synthetic  or  natural  organic  chemical  substance  that,  in  diluted 

form,  prevents  microbial  growth  or  causes  the  death  of 

microorganisms. 

Bacteriostat  Agent that prevents growth of bacteria, but not necessarily kills them 

or their spores. 

Sanitizer  An agent  that  reduces  the number of microorganisms  to prescribed 

safe levels. Usually applied only to inanimate objects. 

Antiseptic  A substance that prevents growth of microorganisms on  living tissue 

by static or biocidal activity. 

Disinfectant  An  agent  that  frees  from  infection,  usually  chemical  but  could  be 

physical like UV light. Pathogenic vegetative cells, but not necessarily 

spores, are killed. Usually used on inanimate objects. 

Sterilization  Act  or  process  that  destroys  all  forms  of  life,  especially 

microorganisms.  

 

The photocatalytic properties of titanium dioxide (TiO2) have received great attention in 

recent decades due to its photocatalytic disinfection performance .44 TiO2 metallic and non-

metallic nano-composites, coatings, as well as polymer complexes have been investigated 

extensively for the killing or growth inhibition of bacteria under ultraviolet (UV) and visible 

light.45-50 Metallic oxides such as zinc oxide (ZnO) nano-particles,51 and calcium and 

magnesium oxides52 have received significant interest as possible antibacterial agents.  

Antibacterial agents based on CdTe quantum dots, 53,54 carbon nanotubes (CNTs),55-57 

gallium, fullerenes, nano clay and modified nano clay composites were also reported to have 

antimicrobial activity.37,57,58 
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Figure 2.1: Mode of action of various antimicrobial compounds. CRA’s : chlorine-releasing agents, QA’s: 
quaternary ammonium compounds.59 

 

Organic-based antimicrobial materials of low molecular weight are mainly used as 

antimicrobial drugs, disinfectants and food preservatives. Formic, sorbic, acetic, citric, 

benzoic, lactic, tartaric, and propionic acids and their salts are used as food preservatives60-62.  

Triclosan (5-chloro-2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol) is used as a broad-spectrum 

antimicrobial agent in contemporary consumer and professional health-care products63,64. 

However, some strains of E. coli and Salmonella enterica have developed resistance to 

triclosan.65 Derivatives of quinolones and flouroquinolones are also used as antimicrobial 

agents66-69. Aromatic alcohols such as phenol have bactericidal, fungicidal and virucidal 

properties70,71. Phenolic derivatives such as ortho-phenylphenol and ortho-benzyl-para-

chlorophenol are used as disinfectants in hospitals. The antimicrobial activity of these agents 

compare well to that of phenol. The antimicrobial properties of organic agents have been 
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listed by Centers for Disease Control and Prevention72 and are reviewed by McDonnell et 

al73 and by Fraise et al.74. 

Quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs)75-77, also known as “quats”, have a broad 

spectrum of antimicrobial activity and are used as disinfectants in hospitals.  Four of the 

substituents (R1−R4) are alkyl or heterocyclic groups and the fifth (X
–
) is either chloride, 

iodide or bromide (Figure 2.2). 

R3 N

R1

R4

R2 X

 

Figure 2.2: General structure of QACs. 

 

Benzalkonium chloride and cetrimonium chloride (Figure 2.3) are common antimicrobial 

QACs.78 More details on QACs compounds will be discussed in the section on antimicrobial 

polymeric materials.  

N CnH2n+1 Cl

n = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

N

Cl Cetrimonium chloride

Benzalkonium chlorides  

Figure 2.3: Examples of QACs. 

 

Antimicrobial properties of maleimides are also well known.79  Several studies have been 

conducted on the antimicrobial activity of maleimide derivatives such as N-

alkylmaleimides,80 2-arylthio maleimides, N-substituted 3 and 4-nitrophthalimides,81 N-
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substituted maleimides and succinimides,82,83 N-(fluorophenyl)maleimides,84 and N-phenyl 

and N-phenylalkyl-maleimides.85 

Antimicrobial materials extracted from herbs and plants have also been extensively studied 

(reviewed by Martin et al.86). Honey has also been investigated as an antimicrobial agent.  

The high viscosity, high osmolarity, low pH and nutrient content of the honey contribute to 

its antimicrobial activity (Subrahmanyam et al. 87; Jalali et al.88 ).  

2.2.2. High molecular weight antimicrobial agents 

Materials of a high molecular weight are mainly natural and synthetic polymers.  In this 

section, the focus will be on discussing different classes of antimicrobial polymeric 

materials.  Selected examples of synthetic routes to produce antimicrobial polymeric 

materials will be discussed. 

2.2.3. Natural and synthetic peptides 

Antimicrobial peptides are part of the innate defense system of bacteria, insects, plants, 

animals and humans.89 These peptides are grouped into different classes, i.e. α-helical 

peptides (e.g. cecropins), cysteine-rich peptides (e.g. α-defensin) and peptides with modified 

amino acids (e.g. nisin and colicin). Most antimicrobial peptides are cationic with an overall 

net positive charge and generally possess amphiphilic characteristics. Synthetic amphiphilic 

polymers with hydrophobic and hydrophilic side chains (protonated amines) have been 

designed based on these structures and are classified as synthetic mimics of antimicrobial 

peptides (SMAMPs).90,91  Examples are α- and β-amino acids, peptoids and aromatic 

oligomers.92,93  Although many antimicrobial peptides have been described, large scale 

production is expensive. Futhermore, the stability of these peptides in vivo has only been 

reported in a few studies.  Nisin F retained antimicrobial activity in vivo for only 15 min after 

which the peptide was inactivated.94 The authors contributed the inactivation to proteolytic 

degradation of the peptide. 

Perron et al.95 reported resistance against some of the cationic antimicrobial peptides.  The 

use of antimicrobial peptides should thus be regulated to minimize the emergence of resistant 

microorganisms.  Antimicrobial peptides produced by bacteria are known as bacteriocins and 

probably the best studied are the bacteriocins from lactic acid bacteria. 
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These bacteriocins are ribosomally synthesized, generally cationic, have less than 100 amino 

acid residues96,97 and contain a substantial portion (30% or more) hydrophobic residues.98  

Mature peptides are produced after the cleavage of inactive pre-peptides.99,100  The positively 

charged section of the peptide interacts with the negatively charged bacterial outer membrane 

of the target cell. This is followed by the interaction between the hydrophobic region of the 

peptide and the cell membrane, entering of the double lipid structure and the formation of a 

permanent pore. Efflux of cell constituents through the channel causes an imbalance in the 

proton motive force (PMF), leading to cell death.101  Some bacteriocins prevent 

peptidoglycan synthesis102 or inhibit the germination of endospores.103  

Most bacteriocins have a narrow spectrum of antimicrobial activity, i.e. they are active 

against closely related species, 104,105 and are grouped into two major classes (Table 2.2). 

 

Table 2.2: Classes of bacteriocins and bacteriocin-like peptides and proteins from LAB (Rea et al. 106) 

Subclass	 Class	I	modified	peptides	

IA	 Lantibiotics	and	lantipeptides	

Subclasses	 I	 and	 II	 (modified	 by	 LanBC	 and	 LanM	 proteins)	 can	
also	be	further	divided	into	12	further	subclasses	based	on	amino	
acid	sequences.	

Subclasses	 III	 and	 IV	 (modified	by	RamC‐like	 and	LanL	proteins,	
respectively).	

IB	 Labyrinthopeptins	

IC	 Sactibiotics	

Two	subclasses:	single‐	and	two‐peptide	bacteriocins	

	 Class	II	Non‐modified	peptides	

IIA	 Pediocin‐like	

Four	subclasses	I–IV	

IIB	 Two‐peptide	bacteriocins	

Two	subclasses	(i.e.,	A	and	B)	

IIC	 Circular	bacteriocins	

Two	subclasses	(i.e.,	1	and	2)	

IID	 Linear	non‐pediocin‐like	one	peptide	bacteriocins	

	 Bacteriolysins	

	 Non‐bacteriocin	lytic	proteins	(formerly	Class	III	bacteriocins)	
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Some bacteriocins exhibit a much broader spectrum of antimicrobial activity and may extend 

beyond the borders of bacteria to include protozoa, yeast, fungi and viruses.89  A few 

bacteriocins are active against MRSA and VRE strains, and pathogens such as P. aeruginosa 

and Streptococcus pneumonia.107,108  Although most of the research on bacteriocins focuses 

on food preservation, these peptides may also be used as an alternative to antibiotics.109  The 

potential biomedical applications of bacteriocins from lactic acid bacteria have recently been 

reviewed.110  Bacteriocins may thus offer an alternative to control bacterial infections, 

administered alone or in combination with antibiotics.101 

2.2.4 Chitosan and its derivatives 

Chitosan is a linear polysaccharide composed of randomly distributed ß-(1-4)-linked D-

glucosamine (deacetylated unit) and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (acetylated unit) (Figure 2.4). 

Chitosan is produced commercially by deacetylation of chitin, which is one of the most 

abundant natural polymers in the exoskeleton of crustaceans (crabs, shrimp, etc.) and in the 

cell walls of fungi and yeast.111  The broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity of chitosan has 

been shown against a wide range of algae, bacteria, yeasts and fungi.112  However, the 

activity of chitosan is limited to acidic conditions due to its poor solubility above pH 6.5.113  

Furthermore, the antimicrobial properties of chitosan depend on average molecular weight114, 

degree of deacetylation and temperature. 
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Figure 2.4: Chemical structure (a) of chitin poly(N-acetyl-β-d-glucosamine) and (b) of chitosan (poly(d-
glucosamine) repeat units. (c) Structure of partially acetylated chitosan, a copolymer characterized by its 
average degree of acetylation (DA). 

 

The polycationic nature of chitosan renders the molecule non-toxic, biocompatible, 

biodegradable and bioactive115,116.  Chitosan is used in food science, agriculture, medicine, 

pharmaceutics, and textiles.111,117 Chitosan derivatives (e.g. chitosan acetate and quaternized 

chitosan derivatives) enhance antimicrobial activity and solubility at neutral pH values.  The 

antimicrobial activity and biocompatibility of chitosan derivatives are discussed in several 

reviews.112,118-122 

2.3 Synthetic Antimicrobial polymeric materials 

Polymer chemistry allows the design and synthesis of antimicrobial structures for specific 

applications, e.g. medical devices such as catheters, implants, bandages and filters.  

Incorporation of antimicrobial agents in plastics protects the polymer from degradation by 

microbes and provides a hygienic surface.123-125  Biocide additives are carefully selected 

based on their function and intended application.  Several other factors also need to be taken 
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into account, e.g. thermal and light stability as well as toxicity of leachable components from 

the polymer. 

Antimicrobial polymers are divided into two categories.  The first category contains 

polymers impregnated with antimicrobial agents that are released over time (triclosan in the 

product Microban®) or polymers containing metal ions (such as Ag+), that slowly diffuses 

from the matrix126.  In all of these polymers, the slow release of the antimicrobial compound, 

and hence low concentrations, may lead to the development of resistance in microorganisms.  

With so many products on the market containing leachable antimicrobial agents and 

disproportionate use of antibiotics, the rate at which resistance develops is likely to increase.  

For instance, the excessive use of antibiotics in animal production has increased the risk of 

development of resistance in human and animal pathogens.127 The second category of 

antimicrobial polymers is those with inherent antimicrobial or antiseptic properties.  Such 

polymers can be applied or used in a variety of substrates, namely textiles, metal, cellulosic 

materials or plastics. These polymers are referred to as antimicrobial polymers and will be 

addressed as such throughout the text. 

2.3.1. Antimicrobial polymers 

Self-sterilizing antimicrobial polymers are environmentally friendly in that potentially toxic 

chemicals are not incorporated and hence cannot leach out.128  Furthermore, they are easily 

incorporated into fibers, extruded to fibers or electrospun into nanofibers and prevent 

adhesion of microorganisms to their surface.  Antimicrobial polymers are synthesized by 

covalent binding of biocidal functional groups in a post-polymerization modification, 

providing antimicrobial or antiseptic properties.12  Modification is either to the bulk polymer 

or selectively to the surface via available reactive moieties.128 Another form of synthesis is 

the chemical modification of a biocidal molecule into a polymerizable compound that can 

subsequently be polymerized or co-polymerized with another monomer.129-131 Both these 

approaches have been valuable in establishing feasibility for the concept of non-leaching 

antimicrobial polymeric materials. 

Researchers around the world have learnt to modify the already known low molecular weight 

antimicrobial agents, which are proven to have lethal actions against a broad spectrum of 

microorganisms.43 This has probably helped to consider materials with bioactive 

functionalities as a start.  Screening the organic biocides for example, one would find 
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numerous molecules that could be incorporated and modified to be immobilized to the bulk 

polymer or on the surface.  A detailed discussion on the introduction of antimicrobial activity 

in polymers will follow in the next section.  

Among the most potent antimicrobial materials that have been investigated in conjunction 

with polymers are the quaternary ammonium and phosphonium salts, and N-substituted 

halamines.132 The strategy of preparing antimicrobial polymers based on the quaternary salts 

is very attractive because it is fairly convenient to modify a polymer that contains reactive 

moieties such as tertiary or/and secondary amino groups on the polymer backbone.  The 

biocidal activity of the cationic compounds is generally attributed to the positively charged 

nature of the (macro)-molecule. It is well known that the bacterial cell surface is usually 

negatively charged,133 as evidenced by its susceptibility to electrophoresis.  The bacterial cell 

membrane is negatively charged as a result of the negatively charged phosphate groups in the 

phospholipid heads of the bilayer. Thus, the polycations have a significant effect on the 

bacterial cell and in many cases have stronger biocidal effect compared to the same low 

molecular weight (MW) cation.  This reasoning is based on the fact that the adsorption of the 

polycations onto the negatively charged bacterial surface is expected to take place to a 

greater extent than that of monomeric cations.  

It is still challenging to some extent to synthesize biologically active polymers. Some of the 

challenges are the actual physical and mechanical properties that are required for the 

intended application. Although chemically some synthesized and modified polymer could be 

a successful bioactive material, their actual use in certain biomedical application is not 

possible. As example, the use of a water-soluble material as a coating or in a solid substrate 

will not be acceptable. 

 2.3.2. Antimicrobial surface modification. 

The synthesis of an antimicrobial surface is one of the prime goals to combat microbial 

colonization and prevent cross contamination in medical sectors.1,134  Recently, considerable 

research interest has been dedicated to the development of non-leaching, permanent, sterile-

surface materials especially for surface coatings. Details on the design, development, and 

chemistry of various antimicrobial coatings are extensively reviewed 12,135-139  In many cases, 

the approach is that one end of a long-chained hydrophobic polycation containing 

antimicrobial polymer is attached covalently to the surface of a material such as, cotton, glass 
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or plastic. Antimicrobial surfaces are widely used to prevent microbial infection in a wide 

range of industrial and medical settings. 

There are different techniques to develop antibacterial surfaces.  A useful approach is to 

permanently attach the active antimicrobial agents to the surface through covalent 

interactions.128 For example, quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs) are widely used as 

biocides,73 and were successfully applied as antimicrobial coatings on various substrates.134  

Early work by Isquith et al.140-142 have utilized well known coupling agents such as 

alkoxysilanes to various substrates. They have described the immobilization of (3-

trimethoxysilyl)propyl dimethyloctadecyl ammonium chloride after hydrolysis in aqueous 

solution to surfaces of a variety of substrates (Figure 2.5). The antimicrobial assessment 

showed that the immobilized groups were active against a wide range of microorganisms. 
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Figure 2.5: Immobilization of alkoxysilanes to reactive surface substrate.140 

 

Nakawaga et al.143 have successfully attached QACs to porous glass beads by using 3-

chloropropyltrimethoxysilane as a coupling agent.  Porous glass beads were first covered 

with 3-chloropropyl-trimethoxysilane. Then, the immobilized chloropropyl moieties on the 

glass beads were quaternized with various N,N-dimethylalkylamines with alkyl groups C2–

C18. Antibacterial activity of these surface treated glass beads were examined by passing 

bacterial cell suspensions through the column packed with the beads.  Substrates that were 

not quaternized did not show much antibacterial activity. The results showed that the surface 

functionalized glass beads, with alkyl groups more than C8, exhibited high antibacterial 

activity compared to those of short alkyl group substituent. 
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Tiller et al. have described methods for successfully treating different material surfaces with 

partially quaternized poly(4-vinyl-pyridine). These materials included glass144 and various 

polymer systems such as high-density polyethylene (HDPE), low-density polyethylene 

(LDPE), polypropylene (PP), nylon 6/6 and polyethylene terephthalate (PET).145 The 

modified surfaces showed bactericidal activity against Gram-positive (S. aureus and S. 

epidermidis) and Gram-negative (E. coli and P. aeruginosa) species.  Lin and co-workers146 

have developed a procedure for preparing a highly bactericidal and fungicidal polyolefin 

fabric/film, which involved a free-radical grafting of maleic anhydride on the surface 

followed by attachment of polyethylene amine  and subsequent N-alkylation.  

Another useful approach in developing antimicrobial surfaces is covalently attaching organic 

molecules capable of initiating polymerization from the surface of the material.147,148 Several 

researchers have investigated the utilization of controlled radical polymerization (CRP) 

techniques to confer biocidal action to various materials specifically by surface modification.  

For example, Lee et al.149 have successfully prepared non-leaching antibacterial surfaces of 

glass and paper utilizing the CRP technique. The surface modification was applied via the 

polymerization of tertiary amine-containing monomer 2-(N,N-dimethylamino)ethyl 

methacrylate (DMAEMA) using the “grafting from” technique via atom transfer radical 

polymerization (ATRP). Subsequent quaternization of the amino groups of PDMAEMA 

brushes by an alkyl halide produces the biocidal functionality on the polymer-modified 

surfaces.  In the study a Whatman #1 paper surface was modified by the immobilization of 

an ATRP initiator (2-bromoisobutyryl bromide) (Figure 2.6). The following step involved 

ATRP polymerization of DMAEMA, and finally quaternization of PDMAEMA brushes with 

different alkyl bromides. 
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Figure 2.6: ATRP polymerization of DMEAMA from glass or paper surfaces.149 

 

The modified surfaces were active against E. coli and Bacillus subtilis.  Murata et al.150 

have further investigated the effect of charge density on the biocidal efficiency using the 

same polymerization technique to synthesize antimicrobial paper and glass surfaces.  A 

modified ATRP initiator 3-(2-bromoisobutyroyl)-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane or 3-(2-

bromoisobutyryl)-propyltrimethoxysilane was prepared and immobilized on glass slides and 

paper.  This was followed by polymerization from the surface and subsequent quaternization.  

The modification and immobilization steps are shown in Figure 2.7. The modified surfaces 

exhibited substantial antimicrobial activity against E. coli and B. subtilis.  Antibacterial 

activity was independent on polymer chain length.  The important criterion for antibacterial 

activity appeared to be the available surface charge density of the quaternized PDMAEMA 

brushes. 
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Figure 2.7: Modification of ATRP initiator followed by surface immobilization, polymerization, and 
quaternization of PDMEAMA on glass or paper with available hydroxyl groups.150 

 

Xu et al.151 have also utilized the “grafting from” method to modify a silicon-based surface 

via the ATRP technique.  The silicon surfaces were modified by UV-induced reaction of 4-

vinyl benzyl chloride (VBC) followed by grafting of PDMAEMA via ATRP and 

subsequently quaternization by an alkyl halide or viologen to induce the biocidal 

functionality (Figure 2.8). Viologen quaternized surfaces exhibited enhanced antibacterial 

properties over those of the alkyl halide quaternized PDMAEMA~Si surfaces, and 

effectively inhibited Pseudomonas growth and biofilm formation on these surfaces.  

A more recent study by Huang et al.152 described the preparation of an antimicrobial glass 

surface by combining ATRP technique for the preparation of block copolymers consisting of 
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a poly(DMAEMA) functional segment and a poly(3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate) 

(PTMSPMA) anchoring segment. The surface modification was performed using the 

“grafting onto” technique via the reaction between the anchoring trimethoxysilyl groups in 

the copolymers and silanol groups from the surface. Subsequent quaternization of the 

PDMAEMA segments in the copolymers was utilized to induce antimicrobial properties. 
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Figure 2. 8: Modification of silicon-based surface152 
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2.3.2. Synthesis and activity of antimicrobial polymers. 

It is rational to first consider an already known antimicrobial agent that can be chemically 

modified into a polymerizable derivative and still retains the bioactive functional groups after 

polymerization.  Alternatively, the modification can be done on a preformed polymer bearing 

reactive moieties.  In this way, the polymer backbone or its pendent groups are carrying 

functional moieties that can be chemically modified by linking a complementary reactive 

antimicrobial agent bearing e.g. hydroxyl, carboxyl, or amino groups. 

Benzalkonium chloride derivatives, as mentioned earlier, possess a broad spectrum 

antimicrobial activity.  Since the cationic character is mainly produced from the quaternized 

group, styrene derivatives are ideal to transform the small cation molecule into a polycation. 

In fact, (3-and 4-)-chloromethylstyrene have been used for the synthesis of QAC by free 

radical polymerization of the monomer followed by a quaternization reaction with dialkyl 

amines. Ikeda et al.153 have prepared various poly(trialkyl-3-vinylbenzylammonium 

chloride)s and poly(trialkyl-4-vinyl-benzylammonium chloride)s  (Figure 2.9). The 

antimicrobial activity of these water-soluble polymers was assessed against different Gram-

negative and Gram-positive bacteria. The quaternized polymer with the longest alkyl halide 

C16 (hexadecyl) was found to exhibit the highest activity in general, and being more active 

against Gram-positive bacteria, such as B. subtilis and S. aureus, than Gram-negative species 

(E. coli, Aerobacter aerogenes and P. aeruginosa). 
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Figure 2.9: Poly (trialkyl-3-(and 4-)vinylbenzylammonium chlorides). 

 

Polymers with biguanides are also interesting candidates. As example, polyhexamethylene 

biguanide was demonstrated to have antibacterial and antifungal properties and is used 

widely as contact lens disinfectant.154,155 The growth inhibition and bactericidal activity of 
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some polyhexamethylene biguanides are molecular weight dependent. 156 For example 

Broxton et al.157 showed that the growth inhibition effect on E. coli in liquid culture 

increased with increasing chain length.  

Acrylic and methacrylic monomers bearing biguanides have also been successfully prepared 

(Figure 2.10).156,158 The monomers with biguanides side groups were polymerized and 

copolymerized with other monomers such as acrylamide. The biguanide polymers showed 

very good antibacterial activity especially against Gram-positive bacteria, e.g. S. aureus.  

Antimicrobial studies have shown that the activity was dependent on the molecular weight, 

where the optimal activity was seen between 5 x 104 and 1.2 x 105 Da. 
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Figure 2.10: Acrylic and methacrylic biguanide monomers. 

 

The role of polymer molecular weight on the antimicrobial activity was found to be critical 

in other polymer systems as well, such as that described by Kanazawa and co-workers.159,160  

They investigated the molecular weight dependence of poly(tributyl 4-vinylbenzyl 

phosphonium chloride) (Figure 2.11) against S. aureus and revealed that the antibacterial 

properties increased with increase in molecular weight from 1.6×104 to 9.4×104 Da.  
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Figure 2.11: (Tributyl 4-vinylbenzyl)phosphonium salt monomer. 

 

 Many other antimicrobial polymers have been synthesized and their bioactivity investigated.  

A (2001) review on antibacterial macromolecules by Tashiro161 focused mainly on biocidal 

cationic polymers containing functional groups such as biguanide, quaternary ammonium 

salts, quaternary pyridinium salts, and phosphonium salts.  A more recent review by Kenawy 

et al. (2007) discussed the chemistry and applications of a wide range of antimicrobial 

polymers.162 A 2010 review by Timofeeva and Kleshcheva132 have highlighted and 

summarized the results of various studies in the past decade that concern the mechanism of 

action of different antimicrobial polymers, and factors influencing their activity, and as well 

as major applications of antimicrobial polymers. Many of the demonstrated antimicrobial 

systems were based on macromolecules carrying a positive charge (e.g. quaternized 

phosphonium and ammonium compounds) and other systems that contained biocidal 

moieties as pendent groups. Some of the polymer systems will be addressed in the next 

section on antimicrobial polymer fibers. 

A comprehensive 2010 review by Jaeger et al.163 discussed the synthetic routes and 

chemistry of various charged polymer systems that are bearing quaternary ammonium 

moieties. Numerous examples have been addressed, some of which have been reported 

elsewhere as an active bactericide or fungicide.  
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Other quaternized polymer systems that have not yet been investigated for antimicrobial 

properties include (styrene/acrylamide)-N,N-dimethylmaleimidopropyl ammoniopropane 

sulfonate (ADMMAPS)164,165 copolymer and poly(methyl iodide quaternized (acrylamide)-

N,N-dimethylaminopropyl maleimide) copolymer [poly(MIQADMAPM)]166 (Figure 2.12).  
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Figure 2.12: Copolymers of acrylamide and maleimide derivatives.165, 166 

 

2.4. Antimicrobial polymer fibers 

Polymeric nanofibers can be produced by electrospinning. Electrospinning is a simple and 

cost effective process to prepare polymeric nanofibers.167 It uses an electrical field to draw a 

polymer solution from the tip of a capillary to a collector, during which a high voltage is 

applied to the polymer solution.168 This causes a polymer jet to be drawn towards a grounded 

collector. By choosing a suitable polymer and solvent system, nanofibers with diameters 

ranging from tens of nanometers to a few microns can be obtained.169  One apparent 

advantage of nanofibers is the huge increase in the surface area to volume and mass ratio 

compared to larger fiber dimensions, (see Figure 2.13 for an example), which enables such 

nanofibrous scaffolds to have many biomedical and industrial applications.  
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Figure 2.13: Nano sized fiber diameters have higher surface areas compared with textile fibers. 

Reprinted from reference.170 

 

However, there are many process parameters that influence the ability of a polymer to form 

fibers by electrospinning.  Solution properties, process conditions (operational parameters) 

and ambient conditions are all variables that affects the electrospinning process and hence 

fiber morphology.171 For example suitable solution viscosity and high enough polymer 

molecular weight are among the critical solution properties for successful electrospinning to 

occur.172,173 Detailed description on the electrospinning technique and factors influencing the 

process is described in literature 167,171,174.  

To date, a large number of polymers have been successfully electrospun, which found 

applications in industrial, consumer and defense filtrations for more than twenty years.  

Numerous of electrospun polymers and their electrospinning conditions, applications in 

various fields have been listed and discussed in comprehensive reviews by Huang et al. 175, 

Greiner et al.176 and Agarwal et al.177,178 

With the increased academic research on the fabrication of various polymer systems into 

nanofibers, significant progress has been achieved in different fields such as protective 

textiles,170,179-181 advanced composites,182-186 high performance filters,187,188 sensors,189-191 
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photovoltaic cells,192 wound dressing193-197, drug delivery,198,199 and as scaffolds in tissue 

engineering.200-207  However, very limited studies have been published on fabrication of 

nanofibers having inherent or permanent antimicrobial properties, yet the research in this 

area is growing rapidly, where the development of new antimicrobial materials is of 

continuous interest.  

For example, Acatay et al.208 have prepared a bioactive quaternary ammonium salt (QAS) 

containing monomer (vinylbenzyl-dimethylcocoammonium chlorides) (VBDCC).  The 

quaternary monomer was then subsequently copolymerized in different molar ratios (0%, 

1%, 5%, 10%, 25%) with MMA and perfluoro alkyl ethyl acrylate (PFAEA) via 

conventional free radical polymerization reaction (Figure 2.14). The copolymers were 

successfully electrospun to nanofibers and evaluated for antibacterial activity against E. coli. 
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Figure 2.14:. Synthesis of VBDCC and subsequent copolymerization with PFAEA and MMA.208 
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Kenaway et al.209 prepared sulfonated derivatives of (Mw¯  = 20k and 100k) polyvinyl phenol 

(Figure 2.15), the polymeric materials were electrospun into microfiber mats.  The prepared 

derivatives were evaluated for antimicrobial activity in both powder and fiber forms against a 

range of organisms including Gram-negative (E. coli and Salmonella choleraesius), as well 

as Gram-positive (B. subtilis and S. aureus) species. It was also tested for fungicidal activity 

against Aspergillus niger, T. rubrum and Candida albicans.  
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Figure 2.15: Preparation of PVP solfonated derivatives. 

 

All electrospun fibers showed good antimicrobial activity. Sulfonated poly(vinyl phenol) 

(SPVP) (100K) at a concentration of 2.5 mg/ml was able to kill B. subtilis, S. choleraesuis, S. 

aureus and E. coli. The lithium salt-based fibers (LiSPVP) killed 100% of B. subtilis, S. 

choleraesuis and C. albicans within 12 hours, whereas at the same concentration only killed 

50% of A.niger. An increase in concentration, or incubation time, only slightly elevated the 

antimicrobial effect. Interaction of the sulfonated or lithium salt of the SPVP with the cell 

wall of organisms was suggested as a mode of action of these polymers, which will lead the 

disruption of the membrane and cell death. It was also shown that poly vinyl phenol (20k) 

fibers were active against B. subtilis, whereas no effect was observed for the same polymer 

in its powder form. They concluded that the small fiber diameter (4.33 µm) and an increased 

surface area will increase the contact between the polymer and organism.  

Recent development in polymer synthesis techniques such as controlled radical 

polymerization (CRP) and Click Chemistry provides a feasible approach to prepare well-

defined macromolecules with various functionalities.210 This allowed for the design of 

various polymeric materials by synthesizing smart block and graft copolymers from two or 
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more different monomers.  Many researchers have been utilizing CRP techniques to 

synthesize antimicrobial polymers and subsequent fabrication of nanofibers by 

electrospinning. 

Guo-Dong et al.211 prepared solvent-resistant antibacterial microfibers of self-quaternized 

block copolymers via combined ATRP and electrospinning.  Diblock copolymers with one 

block of poly[((2-dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate)-co-(glycidyl methacrylate)] 

P(DMAEMA-c-GMA) and another of poly(pentachlorophenyl acrylate) (PPCPA) 

(P(DMAEMA-c-GMA)-b-PPCPA) were successfully synthesized. (Figure 2.16). The 

antimicrobial properties of these electrospun cross-linked microfibers were investigated 

against bacterial cultures in a 200 ml flask (containing 105 cells mL−1) S. aureus or E. coli.. 

The antibacterial assay showed that 95% E. coli and 97% S. aureus were killed after being 

treated with about 50 mg P(DMAEMA-c-GMA)-b-PPCPA microfibers in 10 min.  
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Figure 2.16: Schematic shows preparation of P(DMAEMA-c-GMA)-b-PPCPA microfibers via ATRP and 
electrospinning.211 
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In a similar study Qun et al.212 reported the synthesis of block copolymers of 4-vinyl pyridine 

(4VP) and pentachlorophenyl acrylate (PCPA) via reversible addition fragmentation transfer 

(RAFT) polymerization technique (Figure 2.17). The block copolymer was then electrospun 

into nanofibers.  The QASs were generated by N-alkylation of the pyridine groups of P4VP 

block and chloro-aromatic compounds of PPCPA block, which the authors referred to as self-

quaternization of P(4VP-b-PCPA).  The nanofibers were subjected to antibacterial assays 

against S. aureus and E. coli.  The results showed that the self-quaternized nanofibers 

exhibited high antibacterial efficiency, whereby 99.6% of E. coli and 99.1% S. aureus were 

killed after being in contact with 50 mg of nanofibers in a suspension of�105 cells mL-1 for 

10 min. 
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Figure 2.17: Preparation of  P4VP-b-PPCPA via RAFT polymerization.212 
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2.5. Potential candidates for non‐leaching antimicrobial nanofibers 

There are several antimicrobial systems that have been successfully prepared as mentioned in 

the previous sections. The challenge though, is to successfully produce nanofibers from these 

antimicrobial polymeric systems. Very few of the synthesized antimicrobial polymers have 

yet been explored for their ability to be electrospun.  Some of the materials might not be 

suitable because of solubility and stability issues, because water-soluble fibers are not 

desirable and cannot be used in applications such as air and water filtration or water 

purification systems. 

Many antimicrobial polymers bearing QASs are water soluble, for example.  They show very 

good bactericidal and fungicidal activity, however these materials are not suitable as fibers 

and cannot be used in important applications such as air and water purification systems. 

Nevertheless, macromolecular design can be utilized to overcome this problem. For instance, 

the introduction of a hydrophobic monomer via copolymerization is one of the very useful 

methods for the modification of polymer properties.  

Physical and chemical crosslinking is another very useful approach to transform a soluble 

fiber mat into a stable and insoluble one. Antimicrobial polymers with biocides and/or with 

iodine-polymer complexes have been used in conjunction with crosslinkable water soluble 

polymers.213 For example, Ignatova et al.214 determined that the minimum inhibitory 

concentration (MIC) of a quaternized chitosan derivative (QCh) was 169 µg/ml and 2.070 

mg/ml against S.aureus and E.coli, respectively. Aqueous solutions of quaternized chitosan 

derivative and poly(vinlyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) was elesctropsun into fibers and crosslinked 

via UV irradiation. Crosslinked QCh/PVP fibers, containing 3 mg/ml QCh, were exposed to 

either 105 cells mL-1 S. aureus or E. coli cells. The fibers were able to kill the majority of S. 

aureus cells within 30 min and after 1 hour all cells were killed. These fibers showed less 

reduction of E.coli numbers within 30 min, however, most of the cells were killed within 120 

min. In another study conducted by Ignatova et al.215 it was shown that the MIC for a PVP-

iodine complex was 380 µg/ml, 840 µg/ml and 424 µg/ml against S. aureus, E. coli and C. 

albicans, respectively. Electrospun mats, containing 840 µg/ml available iodine, killed 

S.aureus cells within 30 min after contact. The same fibers were also able to kill 99.8% of E. 

coli and 98% C. albicans cells in 90 min and 60 min, respectively. 
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There are some insoluble polymers that acquired good antimicrobial reputation such as 

poly[2-(tert-butylamino)ethyl methacrylate (PTBAEMA) which belongs to a class of water 

insoluble biocides,216-218 this polymer is a useful candidate and could be copolymerized with 

other monomers. However, to the best of our knowledge at the time of this survey, no 

attempts on electrospinning PTBAEA were reported.  

One of the most interesting polymer systems that can easily be modified, consists of 

polymeric materials containing anhydride units in or attached to the backbone.  Maleic 

anhydride is a very well known compound in this respect and extensively applied in various 

polymer systems as an efficient compatibilizer in polymer blends, and for surface 

functionalization of polyolefins. In addition, although maleic anhydride does not 

homopolymerize, it is readily copolymerized with various methacrylic and styrenic 

monomers to produce copolymers with interesting properties. Poly(styrene-co-maleic 

anhydride) (PSMA) for example can easily be prepared and has found significant interest in a 

variety of applications.  PSMA can easily be chemically modified with hydroxyl and primary 

amine compounds. In fact, the reaction between the anhydride units and a primary amine is 

known to be very rapid and quite straight forward.  The advantage of having these reactive 

moieties makes them attractive candidates for the design and synthesis of bioactive 

compounds.  

Maleic anhydride copolymers proved to have good binding capability even to biological 

molecules such as nucleic acids and proteins.219-221  

Petal and co-workers have prepared bioactive copolymers containing anhydride 

functionalities as drug carriers, whereby an antiseptic agent Acriflavine (3,6-diamino-10-

methylacridinium) was covalently bound on the surface of poly[styrene (S)-co-(maleic 

anhydride) (MAnh)]222 and poly (methyl methacrylate-co-MAnh)223(Figure 2.18).  The 

controlled release of the Acriflavine in weak base was evaluated by antibacterial assessment 

of the released drug against B. subtilis. The same group has also described the synthesis of a 

macromolecular prodrug of Ampicillin bound to the anhydride groups of a matrix of PSMA 

via an amide bond.224 The release profiles of Ampicillin with different percentage of MAnh 

in the polymeric carrier were obtained using E. coli, B. subtilis and S. aureus, and found that 

the rate of drug release could be controlled by the fraction of incorporated anhydride 

moieties in the copolymer.  
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Figure 2. 18: Anchoring Acriflavine to PSMA and PMMA. 

 

Obviously the goal in the previous example was not to prepare a non-leaching antibacterial 

polymer, but it illustrates the modification feasibility with these polymer systems in the drug 

delivery field.  

Jeong et al. have described PSMA modifications with antimicrobial agents such as 4-

aminobenzoic acid (ABA) 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (HBA) and 4-aminophenol 225,226 (Figure 

2.19). The coupling reactions were efficient for all modification reactions. The modified 

polymers were then examined against E. coli and S. aureus. (1.0 mL) of each of the modified 

polymers in DMF (10 wt%) was added to a culture suspension (5×10-3 cells mL-1) in a 

phosphate buffered solution (PBS). the results showed that the HBA-modified derivative had 

excellent activity against E. coli with 100% reduction in 24 hours compared to a low 44.6% 

reduction for ABA-modified PSMA. The activity against S. aureus showed 99.99% 

reduction for ABA-modified PSMA and 95.16% reduction in the case of HBA-modified 

PSMA.  
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On the other hand, the aminophenol based conjugate showed strong antibacterial activity 

against both E. coli 99.5% reduction and 99.9% reduction with S. aureus.  From these 

findings, it was shown that different antimicrobial agents can be readily anchored to the 

anhydride moieties in the form of amide and ester bonds.  Although these modified 

antimicrobial polymers have good biocidal activity, they are not suitable as antimicrobial 

nanofibers because of water solubility. Furthermore, potential leaching of the active groups 

cannot be avoided in basic media.  
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Figure 2. 19: PSMA modification with aromatic functionalized biocides. 

 

Recently, Ignatova et al.227 were the first to attach known antimicrobial agents onto 

electrospun PSMA (7 wt% MAnh) microfiber mats. Three different types of AM agents were 

used in the study, i.e 5-amino-8-hydroxyquinoline, chlorhexidine (CHX) and poly(propylene 

glycol) monoamine (Jeffamine M-600).  Each of those compounds was covalently attached 
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via the anhydride groups present on the surface of PSMA fibers (Figure 2.20). The M-600 

grafted mat was further treated to form a iodine-complex-containing mat. All modified and 

unmodified fiber mats were assessed for antibacterial activity against the bacteria (S. aureus 

or E. coli) or fungi (C. albicans) cell suspension (5 mL containing about 105 cells mL-1).  
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Figure 2.20: Attachment of antimicrobial agents to PSMA fiber mats. 

 

All modified mats were active against the tested microorganisms. In general the complex 

bound iodine (treated with iodine solution) grafted Jeffamine mats and (CHX)-modified mats 

showed the strongest biocidal and fungicidal activity.  For example, the CHX-modified mats 

had the fastest killing rate, as it killed all S. aureus cells in 30 min, and E. coli in 120 min.  In 

addition the fibers killed all C. albicans cells after 30 minutes contact.  
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However, no stability assessments on the modified mats were reported, which would have 

added important information on the durability and the end use application of these modified 

mats. 

There are many factors that need to be considered when designing a new antimicrobial 

polymer, some of which have been mentioned earlier.  It is illustrated in the previous 

sections that many antimicrobial polymers have been successfully prepared.  In the vast 

majority of these materials, the bioactive compound can be attached or immobilized by 

different methods to the polymer backbone. Thus, in principle, potential adjustments and 

modifications of polymeric materials are possible. Current macromolecular design of novel 

antimicrobial polymers can be inspired by a combination of factors.  These include reported 

antimicrobial polymers that have been successfully prepared, such as polymers containing 

quaternized and unquaternized amino compounds.  Furthermore, practicality and the 

simplicity of both chemical and physical adjustments are amongst important factors to 

prepare inexpensive biocidal and applicable antimicrobial polymers.  

Polymers that contain secondary or tertiary amine moieties have been reported to have good 

antibacterial properties. According to our present understanding, there is very limited 

information on antimicrobial polymers bearing tertiary amine moieties. In 1987, Endo et 

al.228 were the first to investigate antimicrobial activity of an insoluble tertiary amino 

polymer compound. The study was carried out on polystyrene–tertiary amine bonded fibers 

(Figure 2.21) and evaluated against Gram-positive (S. aureus and Streptococcus faecalis) 

and Gram-negative (E. coli; P. aeruginosa; Klebsiella pneumonia; S. typhimurium and 

Serratia marcescens). The fibers were also examined for antifungal activity against Candida 

albicans.  
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Staphylococcus aureus                20 
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bacterial suspensions were used at 106 CFU/mL

 
Figure 2.21: Polystyrene–Tertiary amine bonded fibers. 

 

Fiber samples (0.25g dry) were treated with bacterial suspensions containing 106 CFU/mL. 

The antimicrobial evaluation revealed that the fibers exhibited stronger bactericidal activity 

against Gram-negative bacteria than Gram-positive bacteria see (Fig. 21). 

A similar study by Gelman et al.229 was focused on the biocidal activity of poly((4-

dimethylaminoethyl)-styrene) and its quaternized derivative (Figure 2.22). The tertiary 

amine-functional styrene derivative was copolymerized with 4-octylstyrene in different 

molar ratios. In part, the investigation was carried out to compare between the biocidal 

activity of poly((4-dimethylaminoethyl)-styrene) and a host-defense alpha-peptide 

(magainin-2 amide) which is known to display potent activity. In addition, 4-octylstyrene 

was introduced as a hydrophobic material and copolymerized with 4-(dimethylaminoethyl)-

styrene in different molar ratios. The biocidal activity was examined against E. coli, B. 

subtilis, MRSA and vancomycin-resistant E. faecium (VRE). Interestingly, the tertiary 

amine-derivative of polystyrene exhibited bactericidal activity against all four strains, in 

contrast to the monomer itself, which was completely inactive. Copolymers containing up to 

mol 20% of octylstyrene units showed similar or slightly improved activity to tertiary amine 

polymer derivative. However, the activity of the copolymer drops with increasing the 

octylstyrene content. 
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Figure 2.22: Antimicrobial polystyrene derivatives (MIC = Minimum inhibitory concentration) 

 

2.6 Conclusions and Outlook 

With the increasing development of resistance against classical antibiotics, there is a growing 

demand for alternatives to sterilize medical equipment and devices, and treat patients 

systemically or topically. New antimicrobial materials are being developed that meet 

requirements of specific applications.  Antimicrobial polymers proved to be successful in the 

growth control of a wide range of microorganisms. The advantage of producing 

antimicrobial polymers arises from the possibility of incorporating these materials and 

applying them in different physical forms, e.g. coatings, films, emulsions and fibers.  

Antimicrobial fibers produced via electrospinning are probably the most efficient and cost 

effective.  This is because of the huge surface area to volume ratio of the fibers.  Many 

antimicrobial polymers are modified before or after electrospinning. This provides the 
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opportunity to design and modify functional polymers in an intelligent way to specifically 

target different types of microorganisms. An example that has shown great activity against a 

wide spectrum of microorganisms consists of quaternary ammonium, phosphonium, and 

pyridinium compounds. There are other challenges when it comes to the final application of 

these materials, especially when applied in human therapy practices as wound dressings, 

protective bandages, etc. Cytotoxicity evaluations need to be performed to assess whether 

such antimicrobial materials are non-toxic and safe.  It is expected that natural and synthetic 

polymers and polypeptides will play an increasing role in the fight against bacteria that have 

developed resistance against antibiotics. 
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CHAPTER 3: Synthesis and Characterization of 

Styrene‐Maleimide Copolymer Derivatives 

 

3.1 Abstract 

This chapter describes the experimental procedures and protocols used for the preparation 

and characterization of styrene-maleimide copolymer derivatives. Different primary amine 

compounds were used for the modification of two different styrene-maleic anhydride 

copolymer grades. The grades used are a random copolymer obtained commercially, and the 

second is an alternating copolymer prepared in this work. All synthesized and modified 

copolymers were utilized in the electrospinning process for producing nanofibers.  

 

3.1 Synthesis of styrene‐maleimide based copolymers  

The polymers synthesized in this work were derivatives of styrene-maleic anhydride 

copolymers (SMA) reacted with primary amines. Two types of SMA copolymers were used 

as precursors. The grades differ in the anhydride content and thus molecular sequence and 

these are: 

1. SMA-C: a commercial grade, Mw¯   = 110 000 containing about 28% maleic anhydride 

(MA) moieties as a statistical copolymer obtained from Polyscope, grade (SZ 28 

110). 

2. SMA-P: An alternating SMA copolymer prepared in this study as described in section 

3.1.2. 

3.1.1 Materials 

Maleic anhydride (MAnh) 99% (Merck), 3-dimethylaminopropylamine (DAMPA) 99% 

(Aldrich), Styrene (St) was washed with KOH solution for inhibitor removal and distilled 

before use, Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 99% (Aldrich); dimethylformamide (DMF), AIBN 
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(ACROS) recrystallized from methanol and dried before use, diethyl ether 99.5% , methyl 

ethyl ketone (MEK) 99%, methanol 99% and ethanol 99% were obtained from (Merck), 1-

bromooctane 99% , 1-bromobutane 99%, 1-dodecylbromide 99% and methyl iodide 99% 

were purchased from (Sigma Aldrich).  

Characterization: 

 The 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR measurements were performed at 50 oC on a Varian 

Mercury 400 or Varian Gemini 300 spectrometer in either deuterated dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO-d6)or deuterated acetone (Acetone–d6) 

 Attenuated Total Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy 

was performed on a Nexus infrared spectrometer equipped with a Smart Golden Gate 

attenuated total reflectance diamond from Thermo Nicolet with ZnSe lenses. Each 

spectrum was scanned 32 times with 4.0 cm-1 resolution. The data analysis was 

performed with Ominc Software version 7.2. 

 Molar mass and dispersity (Đ), were obtained using size exclusion chromatography 

SEC. The SEC comprised of Waters Alliance apparatus fitted with a 5 mm mixed-D 

PLgel column from Polymer Laboratories, a Shimadzu LC-10AT isocratic pump, a 

Waters 171+ auto sampler, a refractive index detector and a Waters 2487 dual 

wavelength UV detector. The flow rate was set at 1 mL/min, and the injection volume 

was 100 L. Dimethylacetamide HPLC grade was used for the solvent, with 0.05% 

(w/v) 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol and 0.3% (w/v) lithium chloride. The 

calculated molar masses were relative to a calibration curve for poly(methyl 

methacrylate) standards (molar mass range of 8.50 ×102 to 3.5 ×105 g. mol-1) of low 

dispersity from Polymer Laboratories. Data acquisition and processing were 

performed using Millennium software. 

 3.1.2 Synthesis of Styrene‐maleic anhydride copolymer (SMA‐P) 

20 g (192 mmol) of styrene and 18.8 g (192 mmole) of MAnh were placed in a 500 mL three 

neck flask containing 250 mL MEK.1 0.65 g AIBN (1 mole-% based on monomer feed) was 

added to the flask under N2. After 15 min of purging, the flask was immersed in a preheated 

oil bath set with a temperature controller at 60 oC. Scheme 3.1 illustrates the chemical 
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reaction of the polymerization. The reaction was stopped after 15 h. The polymer was 

precipitated in 2-propanol to give SMA-P. 

 Yield: 39g of white solid. 

The molecular weight and Đ from SEC: Mn¯  = 128 000 g/mol, Đ = 2.7.  

 

O
O O+

AIBN, MEK

60 oC, 15 h

n

OO Onn

 

Scheme 3.1: Rradical alternating copolymerization of styrene and maleic anhydride  

 

Characterization results: 

NMR spectroscopy: 

1H-NMR spectrum of SMA-P is shown in Figure 3.1 (A). Phenyl protons appear between 

6.0–7.6 ppm, and the methine (c) protons appear between 2.94 and 3.65 ppm. The broad 

peak between 1.6–2.8 ppm corresponds to the chemical shift of (–CH2– and –CH–) protons 

of the copolymer backbone. The styrene/maleic anhydride ratio was calculated from the 

integration ratio of the (5H) aromatic protons of styrene and the (2H) methine protons of 

maleic anhydride. The ratio obtained is approximately 1:1 of styrene to anhydride units. 

From the 13C-NMR spectrum (Figure 3.1 (B)) the triad sequence of styrene and maleic 

anhydride was determined to have an alternating microstructure. As reported by Ha et al2 and 

Leassard et al,3 the quaternary aromatic carbon (C7) and the methylene (–CH2–) polymer 

chain carbon (C1), are the predominant markers to be sensitive to the centered triad sequence 

distribution observed by the 13C- NMR spectra. 

A perfectly alternating sequence has a C7 resonance in the range = 137-140 ppm, and a C1 

resonance around 33-37 ppm.3 From Figure 3.1 (B) it is clear that the quaternary carbon C7 

appears in the same ppm range at  = 136-141 ppm. Furthermore the C1 has a resonance = 

31.50–36.66 ppm. The prepared SMA copolymer therefore has a highly alternating sequence 

of styrene and maleic anhydride units along the polymer backbone. 
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Figure 3.1: 1H-NMR and 13 C-NMR spectra of SMA-P in acetone-d6. 
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ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the ATR-FTIR spectrum of SMI-P. The absorption bands at 1855 and 1770 

cm−1 are characteristic for asymmetric and symmetric C=O stretching vibrations from the 

anhydride groups, while the signals at 1605 cm−1 and 1500 cm−1 are caused by (C=C) 

stretching of the aromatic ring and (C–H) bending vibration of the aromatic ring respectively. 

Bands at 916, 1078 and 1220 cm−1 are due to cyclic anhydride groups.4  
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Figure 3.2: ATR-FTIR spectrum of SMA-P. 

 

3.2 Modification of SMA with various amino‐compounds 

Three amino compounds, namely 3-dimethylaminopropylamine (DMAPA), n-aminobutane 

and 2-aminoethanol were used to modify the SMA copolymers. The fourth amino compound 

was used to synthesize a maleimide derivative from 4-aminophenol and MAnh, then 

copolymerized with St. 
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3.2.1 Preparation of styrene‐dimethylaminopropylmaleimide copolymer (SMI‐P) 

SMI-P and SMI-C were prepared by treating SMA with 3-dimethylaminopropylamine 

(DMAPA) as follows: 

 15 g of SMA-P was placed in a 1 L Erlenmeyer flask and 400 mL THF was added to 

dissolve the polymer. 30 mL (0.238 mol) (15 mL in the case when added to SMA-C) of 

DMAPA was placed in a dropping funnel with 100 mL THF. The DMAPA solution was 

added dropwise at room temperature over a period of 30 min and the mixture stirred for 

another 2 hours. The anhydride groups react rapidly with the primary amine of DMAPA, 

causing ring opening and formation of the amide linkages. (Scheme 3.2) The white 

precipitate was filtered off, washed with pentane and dried under vacuum at 100 oC for 24 h 

to obtain SMI-P. 

Yield 19.0 g, of light yellow solid.  

 

n

OO O

H2N N+ THF, RT, 2 h

excess

n

OO
HN

N

OH

Scheme 3.2: Preparation of styrene-dimethylaminopropylmaleimide copolymer 

 

Alternatively the SMI was also prepared by treating SMA with DMAPA in DMF.5 In a 

similar procedure to that previously described when using THF as a solvent, DMAPA was 

added to the polymer solution in DMF and precipitation of the polymer out of solution was 

also observed. The polymer suspension was heated gradually bringing it to reflux. The 

suspension gradually cleared up with increasing temperature and was refluxed for another 2 

h. From literature, a reaction time of 4 to 8 hr at temperatures of 140 to 180 oC should be 

sufficient for complete imidization of Manh in organic solvents.6 The solution was cooled 

and precipitated in water and re-dissolved in methanol and precipitated in diethyl ether. The 

obtained polymer was dried in vacuum at 40 oC for 24 h. 
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100 oC, 48 h

vacuum

DMF
reflux 2h H2O

filtration

40oC, vacuum
24 h

dry
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Scheme 3.3: Ring closure of reacted SMA with DAMPA (imidization step). 

 

Characterization results: 

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 

Figure 3.3 shows the ATR-FTIR spectra of the SMA-P and its maleimide derivative and the 

intermediate ring opened derivative before the imidization step. The first step is the 

anhydride ring opening reaction that is demonstrated by the complete disappearance of the 

carbonyl anhydride peaks at 1855 and 1770 cm-1, and the C-O-C stretching bands of the cylic 

anhydride between 916 and 1220 cm-1. The evidence of the imidization step was confirmed 

by observing the shift of C=O carbonyl anhydride peak to 1770 and 1689 cm-1, which are 

characteristic to the asymmetric and symmetric C=O stretching vibrations of the formed 

imide groups.4	 In this imidization step, the conversion of the anhydride into imide was 

complete, since no more anhydride or amic acid signals were observed. 
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Figure 3. 3 ATR–FTIR spectra of SMI-P modification steps from SMA-P 

 

NMR spectroscopy  

Figure 3.4 shows stacked 13C-NMR spectra of SMA-P and SMI-P. The peaks at 172.5 and 

173.7 ppm in the upper spectra in the figure are characteristic to the carbonyl anhydride 

chemical shifts. The conversion of the anhydride to an imide can be seen in the lower 

spectrum as the peak shifts of (Ce, Ce`) carbons are shifted downfield to 176.9 and 177.8 

ppm. The complete absence of any resonance at the previous chemical shift values of the 

anhydride, suggests that all anhydride groups have been successfully opened and reacted 
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with DMAPA which supports the ATR- FTIR analysis results. Other new peaks appeared in 

the spectrum are the aliphatic signals of the methyl (Ca , Ca` Figure 3.4) at 45.23 ppm; and 

the methylene groups (Cb, Cc and Cd) at 56.14, 24.61 and 36.02 ppm respectively. The 1H-

NMR spectrum of SMI-P is shown in (Figure 3.5) with chemical shifts assigned to the 

individual protons of the polymer structure. 
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Figure 3.4: 13C-NMR spectra of SMI-P and SMA-P in DMSO-d6 
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Figure 3. 5: 1H-NMR spectrum of SMI-P in DMSO-d6. 

 

3.2.2 Preparation of Styrene‐n‐butylmaleimide copolymer (SMI‐NB) 

SMI-NB was prepared by treating SMA-P with n-butylamine. Typically, 5 g of SMA-P was 

dissolved in 70 mL of DMF. 7.5 mL (76 mmol) n-butylamine was then added drop wise at 

70 oC. Immediate precipitation was observed during the addition of the butyl amine 

indicating the reaction of the anhydride groups with the primary amino groups forming 

amide linkages. The suspension was stirred and gradually heated to reflux. As the 

temperature increased, the suspension started to become clearer, most likely indicating ring 

closure and formation of the imide groups. The solution was refluxed for 2 hours, then 

cooled to room temperature and the product precipitated in diethylether. The solid polymer 

was dried under vacuum at 60 oC for 24 h. This polymer was also prepared in a two step 

reaction, using THF as a solvent. (See Scheme 3.4) 

Yield 5.8g off-white solid.  
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Scheme 3.4: preparation of SMI-NB 

 

NMR spectroscopy  

The 1H-NMR spectrum of SMI-NB is shown in Figure 3.6. The signals between 0.6–1.6 are 

assigned to the (–CH3 and –CH2– ) aliphatic hydrogen linked to the n-butyl chain.  

 The aromatic hydrogen in the phenyl ring are indicated by a broad peak between 6.2 and 7.5 

ppm. 

The 13C-NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 3.7. Chemical shift assignments of the aliphatic 

carbons of the butyl chain are assigned at 13.4 ppm (–CH3); 19.2, 29 (–CH2–); 38.5 ppm 

signal corresponds to (N–CH2–) carbon. The (–CH2–) of the backbone is assigned at 30.5 ppm. 

Resonance signals at 173 and 177 ppm are assigned to the carbonyl carbon of the imide 

group. 
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Figure 3.6: 1H and C NMR spectra of SMI-NB in DMSO-d6 

 

(A) 1H-NMR 

(B) 13C-NMR 
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ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 

Besides NMR spectroscopy, the imidization of the anhydride groups was further verified 

with ATR-FTIR. Figure 3.7 demonstrates the FTIR spectra of SMI-NB and the precursor 

SMA-P.  It can be seen, that the peaks corresponding to asym./sym. (C=O stretching) have 

shifted from 1855 & 1770 cm-1 in the anhydride to 1690 cm-1 due to (C=O stretching) 

indicating the imidization step is complete. The C–H stretching vibration of the (–CH–) 

backbone is at 2871 cm-1. Bands at 2930-2958 cm-1 are due to (C–H stretching of methyl and 

–CH2– groups). Weak bands at 3028-3066 are assigned to the aromatic C–H stretching 

vibrations. 
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Figure 3.7: ATR-FTIR spectra of SMI-NB modified from SMA-P. 
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3.2.3 Preparation of styrene‐N‐(2‐hydroxyethyl)maleimide copolymer (SMI‐AE) 

In a 250 mL round bottom flask, 5 g of SMA-P was dissolved in 70 mL DMF. 5 mL (83 

mmol) of 2-aminoethanol was added dropwise at 70 oC. Immediate precipitation was noticed 

upon the addition. This indicated opening of the anhydride moieties when reacted with the 

primary amine. After complete addition, the suspension was heated to reflux. The solution 

gradually started to clear after reaching 120 oC and the clear solution was further refluxed for 

2 hours for complete ring closure. In case of the reaction run in THF the precipitate was 

filtered off and resuspended in DMF and refluxed for the ring closing step. (Scheme 3.5) 

The polymer solution was first poured into 200 mL diethylether. The sticky polymer 

precipitate was redissolved in THF and again precipitated in pentane. An alternative way to 

isolate the product is by centrifuge. Here the polymer solution was precipitated in water. The 

formed suspension was difficult to filter off as it sticks to the surface of the filter and was 

clogging the pores. After centrifuging the suspension, the solid polymer was removed and 

added to a beaker containing 150 mL distilled water. The suspension was stirred vigorously 

for 2 hours at room temperature. The polymer was then filtered and dried at 60 oC in a 

vacuum oven to yield 4.6 g of a white-cream solid.  
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Scheme 3.5: representation of SMI-AE preparation. 
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NMR spectroscopy 

The 1H-NMR spectrum of SMI-AE is shown in Figure 3.8. The broad singlet peak at 

approximately 4.6 ppm is assigned to the hydrogen in the hydroxyl (–OH) groups. The 

integral ratio of phenyl (5H) (6.2–7.5 ppm) to the hydroxyl protons was about (5:1) as shown 

in the figure. This result supports the fact that the SMA-P precursor was indeed an 

alternating copolymer and the imidization reaction went to completion. 

The 13C-NMR spectrum of SMI-AE is demonstrated in Figure 3.9. The peak at 57.1 ppm is 

attributed to the carbon adjacent to the hydroxyl groups.  The imidization reaction was 

confirmed by the evident shift of the carbon signals from (172.3 and 171.5 ppm Figure 3.4) 

in the anhydride groups to 178.1 and 177.1 ppm of the imide carbonyl groups. 
1.

02

5.
00

 

Figure 3.8: 1H-NMR spectrum of SMI-AE in DMSO-d6. 
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Figure 3.9: 13C-NMR spectrum of SMI-AE in DMSO-d6. 

 

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy  

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was also used to follow the imidization reaction of SMA-P with 2-

aminoethanol. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the ATR-FTIR spectra of imidization steps. It can 

be seen that the ring-opening reaction resulted in the formation of carboxylic and amide 

groups as the (C=O stretching) of the anhydride groups at 1853 and 1774 cm-1 completely 

disappeared. However, the formation of the imide groups of SMI-AE was evident by a clear 

shift of the (C=O stretching) to 1687 and 1768 cm-1. The broad band centered at 3400 cm-1 is 

assigned to the stretching of hydroxyl O–H groups. 
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Figure 3.10: ATR-FTIR spectra of SMI-AE, illustrating the imidization reaction steps from SMA-P.  

 

3.2.4 Preparation of styrene‐N‐(p‐hydroxyphenyl)maleimide copolymer (SMI‐AP) 

3.2.4.1 Preparation of 4‐hydroxyphenyl maleimide monomer (HPM) 

 The preparation of HPM was carried out according to the procedure of Oba et al.7, whereby 

21.6 g (220 mmol) of maleic anhydride were placed in a 250 mL round bottom flask 

containing 50 mL of DMF. 21.8 g (200 mmol) of p-aminophenol were gradually added at 

room temperature with thorough stirring. After completion of the addition, the reaction was 

allowed to proceed at room temperature for 2 hours to yield N-(p-hydroxyphenyl)maleamic 
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acid. To the reaction mixture, a previously formed solution containing 70 mL of DMF, 11.4 

g (80.3 mmol) of phosphorus pentoxide and 5 g (49 mmol) of sulfuric acid was added 

dropwise using a dropping funnel. Thereafter, the reaction was continued at 70°C for 2 

hours. After cooling to room temperature, the resulting reaction mixture was poured into 400 

mL of ice water to precipitate HPM in the form of a yellow solid. The solid was separated by 

filtration, washed with water and then dried at 60 oC in vacuum overnight to obtain N-(p-

hydroxyphenyl)maleimide. 

Yield:  m= 26.5g    (70%) bright yellow crystals. 

 Melting point (mp): 184 oC.   mp (literature 8 )189 oC 

 

O OO

NH2

OH

N

OH

OO
NH

OH

O

O
OH

+

N-(p-hydroxyphenyl)maleamic acid HPM

DMF+ P2O5 + H2SO4

70 oC

 

Scheme 3.6: preparation of HPM 

NMR spectroscopy 

 

1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 9.71 ppm (s, 1H, OH), 7.11 (s, 1H, a, a’), 7.11–7.05 (m, 

2H, b, b’), 6.87–6.80 (m, 2H, c, c’). Figure 3.11 (A) 

13C-NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 170.26 ppm (b, b’), 157.05 (f), 134.53 (a, a’), 128.44(d, 

d’), 122.54 (c), 115.45 (e, e’). Figure 3.11 (B) 
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Figure 3.11: 1H and 13C-NMR spectra of HPM in DMSO-d6. 

(A) 

(B) 
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3.2.4.2 Free radical copolymerization of HPM and styrene9  

In a 250 mL round bottom flask, 100 mL of DMF was added followed by 10 g (52.8 mmol) 

of HPM and 5.15 g (25.8 mol) styrene. 0.15 g of AIBN initiator (1 % , based in total moles 

of both monomers) was then added to the reaction mixture. The flask was purged with N2 gas 

for 10 minutes before it was immersed in a preheated oil bath at 60 oC. Scheme 3.8 shows the 

chemical reaction of the polymerization. After 16 hours, the reaction was cooled at room 

temperature and the product precipitated in methanol and dried in vacuum oven at 80 oC. 

Yield 11.7 g of SMI-AP as white-pale solid. 

The molecular weight and Đ were obtained using SEC Mn= ~16 000 g/mol, Đ = 2.0;  

N OO

n

OH

N

OH

OO DMF, 60 oC, AIBN
n n

 

Scheme 3.7: Rradical copolymerization of HPM and styrene. 

 

NMR spectroscopy 

The 1H-NMR spectrum of SMI-AP is presented in Figure 3.12 (A). The resonance signal at 

9.6 ppm corresponds to the hydrogen of the phenolic OH. The aromatic hydrogen of the 

phenyl rings appear as two medium broad peaks centered at 7.1 and 6.7 ppm respectively. 

The sharp peak signal at 3.2 ppm is attributed to the aliphatic (–CH–) backbone protons. A 

weak broad peak centered around 2 ppm corresponds to the styrene (–CH2–) protons. The 

integration ratio for OH and phenyl protons is about 1:9 which is consistent with the 

alternating polymer structure.   

The 13C-NMR spectrum is demonstrated in Figure 3.12(B). The signal at 157.7 ppm is 

assigned to the phenolic carbon (–C–OH). Carbon signals corresponding to the phenyl rings 

appear typically between 115.8–138.3 ppm. The signals at 51.7 and 43.3 ppm are attributed 

to the backbone (–CH–) carbons, in addition the signal at 34.8 ppm is assigned to the (–CH2–) 

carbon. 
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Figure 3.12: 1H and 13C-NMR spectra of SIM-AP in DMSO-d6. 

(A) 

(B) 
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ATR-FTIR spectroscopy 

ATR-FTIR spectra of HPM and SMI-AP are shown in Figure 3.13. In the HPM spectrum, it 

is observed that the (C=O) stretch of the imide groups appear at 1679 cm-1 and a band at 

3110 cm-1 which is characteristic for the alkene C–H stretching of maleimide. The sharp 

peak at 820 cm-1 is attributed to the aromatic (C–H) 1,4-disubstitution (para) out-of-plane 

bend. The O–H stretch of the phenol is observed at 3477 cm-1. The spectrum of SMI-AP 

clearly shows the disappearance of the alkene C–H stretching after copolymerization, and a 

new band at appears at 754 cm-1 attributed to the mono-substituted aromatic C–H bending. 

The C–H stretch of the aliphatic groups of the polymer backbone is observed as a weak band 

at 2925 cm-1. 
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Figure 3.13: ATR-FTIR spectra of HPM and SMI-AP. 
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3.3 Quaternization of SMI copolymer with alkyl halides  

A series of quaternized SMI copolymers was prepared by treating SMI-P and SMI-C with 

various alkyl halides. Figure 3.14 shows the chemical structures of the quaternized polymeric 

materials prepared in this study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methyl iodide was used for the preparation of methyl iodide quaternized styrene- 

dimethylaminopropylmaleimide (SMI-Pq1). Alkyl bromides containing 4, 8, and 12 carbon 

atoms were also used for the quaternization of SMI copolymers. The quaternized polymers 

will be described in abbreviation letters according to each class, for instance SMI-Cqn 

represents the commercial based SMA derivatives and SMI-Pqn for the prepared ones. The 

variable n refers to the number of carbons present in the alkyl halide quaternized polymer. 

For example SMI-Cq1 is a quaternized SMI-C polymer with methyl iodide which has only 

one carbon atom. Figure 3.14 illustrates the type of quaternized polymers that have been 

N OO
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Figure 3.14: Chemical structure of quaternized SMI derivatives. * The letter P here refers to
modified copolymers from the prepared alternating copolymer precursor SMI-P. **The letter C
refers to modified copolymers prepared from the commercial precursor of SMI-C. 
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prepared and their abbreviation codes. The polymers were characterized by 1H-NMR and 
13C-NMR spectroscopy and ATR-FTIR. The assigned NMR spectra shown here are for the 

quaternized polymers based on alternating SMA-P copolymers, the same results were 

obtained for the commercial SMA-C based polymers.  

 

3.3.1  Methyl  iodide  quaternized  styrene‐N,N‐dimethylaminopropyl  maleimide) 

copolymer  

 3.3.1.1 Preparation of SMI‐Pq1 

3 g of SMI-P was placed in a 100 mL round bottom flask containing 50 mL of DMF. After 

dissolving the polymer, the flask was allowed to cool in an ice bath to 10 oC, then 2 mL (16.4 

mmol, excess) was added at once and stirred while cooled for 4 hours, followed by room 

temperature stirring for 20 hours. The quaternized polymer was precipitated in diethyl ether 

and dried in a vacuum oven at 50 oC for 25 h. 

Yield 4.52 g of light-yellow flaky solid. 

3.3.1.2 Preparation of SMI‐Cq1 

10 g of SMI-C was dissolved in 75 mL THF at room temperature and allowed to cool to 10 
oC using an ice-bath. 5 mL (80 mmol, excess) of methyl iodide was then added and the 

mixture stirred. A change to light yellow color was observed after a few minutes of reaction. 

A yellow solid started to precipitate out of solution during the reaction time, which indicated 

that the quaternized polymer was forming. The reaction was allowed to stir overnight at 

room temperature. The resulting dark yellow slurry was filtered and the filtrate was washed 

several times with dry acetone and dried in vacuum oven at 50 oC. 

 Yield: 9.53g pale-yellow solid.  
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NMR spectroscopy 

1H-NMR spectra of SMI-P and its derivative of SMI-Pq1 are shown in Figure 3.15. The 

quaternization of pendent amino groups of SMI-P with methyl iodide was successful. It can 

be seen that the signal peak corresponding to –N–(CH3)2 at 2.0 ppm  has disappeared. A new 

signal is observed at 3.24 ppm corresponding to the methyl groups [–N+(CH3)3]. 

 

 

Figure 3.15: 1H-NMR spectra of SMI-Pq1 (top) and SMI-P in DMSO-d6 

 

Figure 3.16 shows the 13C-NMR spectra of SMI-Pq1 and the SMI-P. The highlighted area 

shows a clear downfield shift of the methyl carbon groups signal from 45.5 ppm of the 

 [–N–(CH3)2] to 53.1 ppm of [–N
׀

+–(CH3)2] carbon atoms. A downfield shift of the [N–CH2–] 

signal from 57.0 to 63.6 ppm for [–N
׀

׀
+–CH2–] was also observed.  
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Figure 3.16: 13C-NMR spectra of SMI-Pq1 and SMI-P in DMSO-d6 

 

3.3.2 Styrene‐[(N‐butyl)‐N,N‐dimethy)‐3‐propyl maleimide] copolymer  

3.3.2.1 Preparation of SMI‐Pq4 

 In a round bottom flask equipped with a condenser and magnetic stirrer bar, 3 g of SMI-P 

was dissolved in 50 mL DMF. 1.8 mL (16 mmole) of 1-bromo butane was added to the 

polymer solution and the mixture stirred at 80 oC. The reaction was stopped after about 24 

hours. The light brown solution was allowed to cool to room temperature. The quaternized 

product was precipitated in diethyl ether and dried in vacuum at 50 oC for 24 h. 

Yield 4.3 g of pale-clay solid.  
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3.3.2.2 Preparation of SMI‐Cq4 

9.8 g of SMI-C was placed in a round bottom flask equipped with a condenser and a 

magnetic stirrer bar, 75 mL THF was added to the flask and stirred at room temperature. 

After the polymer had dissolved, 8 mL (74 mmol) of 1-bromo butane was added and the 

mixture was heated to 70 oC and stirred overnight. A yellow polymer lump had separated 

from the reaction which indicated the quaternization reaction had taken place. The solution 

surrounding the polymer lump was checked after 19 h by a precipitation test in diethyl ether 

and no indication of any polymer was observed as the solution remained clear in diethyl 

ether. The quaternized product was re-dissolved in methanol and precipitated in diethyl ether. 

The precipitate was dried under vacuum at 50 oC for 24h.  

Yield 5.8 g light yellow solid. 

 

NMR spectroscopy  

1H-NMR spectrum of SMI-Pq4 is shown in Figure 3.17 (A). Successful quaternization of 

SMI-P with C4 bromide was evident by observing the methyl group protons signals. A clear 

downfield shift at 3.25 ppm was assigned to the methyl [–N
׀

+CH3)2] protons. The signal at 

0.94 ppm corresponds to methyl protons of the C4 chain, and at 1.25 ppm, corresponding to 

the methylene protons (–CH2–CH3). Figure 3.17 (B) presents the 13C-NMR spectrum of SMI-

Pq4. The characteristic signals of the C4 appeared at 13.3, 19.1 and 23.6 ppm (methyl and 

methylene respectively). The [–CH2–N
׀

׀
+–CH2–] signals are observed at 60.6 and 63.1 ppm. 

The signal at 50.0 ppm corresponds to the methyl [–N
׀

+–(CH3)2] groups. 
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Figure 3.17: 1H and 13C-NMR spectra of SMI-Pq4 and SMI-P in DMSO-d6 

 

 

(A) 1H-NMR 

(B) 13C-NMR 
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3.3.3 Styrene‐[(N‐octyl‐N,N‐dimethyl)‐3‐propyl maleimide]) copolymer  

3.3.2.1 Preparation of SMI‐Pq8 

 In a round bottom flask equipped with a condenser and magnetic stirrer bar, 6 g of SMI-P 

was dissolved in 50 mL DMF, and then 7.3 mL (40 mmol) of 1-bromooctane was added to 

the polymer solution and stirred at 80 oC. The reaction was stopped after about 30 hours; the 

brown solution was allowed to cool at room temperature. The quaternized product was 

precipitated in diethyl ether and dried in vacuum at 50 oC for 24 h. 

Yield: 8.7 g of pale solid. 

 

3.3.2.2 Preparation of SMI‐Cq8 

10 g of SMI-C was placed in a round bottom flask and 75 mL THF was added. After 

dissolving the polymer, 10 mL (58 mmol) of 1-bromooctane was added to the polymer 

solution and then heated to 80 oC and stirred for 40 h. The sticky polymer lump was then 

redissolved in methanol, precipitated in diethylether and dried in vacuum at 50 oC for 24h.  

Yield: 7.29 g light yellow solid. 

 

NMR spectroscopy  

The 1H-NMR spectrum of SMI-Pq8 is shown in Figure 3.18 (A). The signal at 0.85 ppm 

corresponds to the terminal methyl groups of the C8 chain. A sharp signal at 1.26 ppm was 

attributed to the methylene groups as indicated in the figure. The aliphatic protons of the CH2 

backbone and the methylene [–CH2–CH3] appear overlapped at 1.56 ppm. Protons adjacent to 

the quaternized N, and the imide groups are overlapped and appear between 2.7 and 3.5 ppm.  

The 13C-NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 3.18 (B). The signal at 13.7 ppm is characteristic 

for the terminal methyl groups of the C8 chain. The signals between 20 – 35 ppm correspond 

to the methylene groups of the polymer as indicated in the figure, except for the [–CH2–N
׀

׀
+–

CH2–] signals, that appears at 60.3 and 63.3 ppm. The signal at 49.7 ppm is attributed to the 

methyl [–N
׀

+CH3)2] groups.  
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Figure 3.18: 1H and 13C-NMR spectra of SMI-Pq8 in DMSO-d6 

(B) 13C-NMR 

 (A) 1H-NMR 
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3.3.4 Styrene-[ (N-dodecyl)-N,N-dimethyl)-3-propyl maleimide] copolymer  

 

3.3.2.1 Preparation of SMI‐Pq12 

 In a round bottom flask equipped with a condenser and magnetic stirrer bar, 3.84 g of SMI-P 

was dissolved in 50 mL DMF, then 3.8 mL (16 mmol) of 1-bromododecane was added to the 

polymer solution and stirred heated to 100 oC with stirring for 24 hours. The resulting light 

brown solution was allowed to cool at room temperature and then the quaternized polymer 

was precipitated in diethyl ether and dried in vacuum at 50 oC for 24 h. 

Yield: 6.63 g of clay-like solid.    

 

3.3.2.2 Preparation of SMI‐Cq12 

 

10 g of SMI-C was placed in a round bottom flask followed by 75 mL DMF. After dissolving 

the polymer, 15 mL (55 mmol) of 1-bromododecane was added to the solution and the flask 

then heated to 100o C and stirred for 40 h. The resulting light yellow polymer solution was 

cooled to room temperature and the polymer precipitated in diethylether.  After filtration the 

quaternized product was dried in vacuum at 50 oC for 24 h.  

Yield: 15.4 g of pale white solid. 

 

NMR spectroscopy 

The 1H-NMR spectrum of SMI-Pq12 is similar to SMI-Pq8, the assigned chemical shifts are 

shown in Figure 3.19 (A).  

The 13C-NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 3.19 (B). The typical aliphatic signals appeared 

in the range between 13-35 ppm as indicated in the figure. The characteristic signals for the 

carbons adjacent to the quaternary N appear at 49.8 ppm for methyl [–N
׀

+–(CH3)2] groups, and 

60.6–63.3 ppm for the [–CH2–N
׀

׀
+CH2–] methylene groups. 
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Figure 3.19: 1H and 13C-NMR spectra of SMI-Pq12 in DMSO-d6 

(B) 13C-NMR 

(A)  1H-NMR 
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ATR-FTIR spectroscopy  

Figure 3.20 illustrates the stacked ATR-FTIR spectra of all quaternized polymer derivatives 

prepared in this study. The Figure presents the results of modification steps starting from 

SMA-P at the bottom of the spectra. Above that are the imidized derivative SMI-P and the 

subsequent quaternized derivatives with C1, C4, C8 and C12 alkyl groups.  
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Figure 3.20: ATR-FTIR spectra of SMA-P and its modified derivatives. 
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It can be seen in Figure 3.20 that the absorption band (doublet) that corresponds to the C–H 

stretching of [–N–(CH3)2] disappears in all of the quaternized polymers. Since alkyl halides 

were used in the quaternization, peaks in the range 2945–2851 cm-1 (C–H antisymmetric and 

symmetric stretching of (–CH3 and –CH2 group) suggested the successful addition of alkyl 

chains to the polymer. The appearance of a new broad band centered at around 3400 cm-1 is 

attributed to the ammonium cation, thus confirms successful quaternization of the tertiary 

amino groups of SMI-P.  

Similar results were obtained for the quaternized maleimide derivatives of the commercially 

modified SMI-C copolymer. Figure 3.21 demonstrates the ATT-FTIR spectra of the 

quaternized-SMI-C derivatives with C1, C4, C8 and C12 alkyl groups. The characteristic 

ammonium ion bands at around 3400 cm-1 and the C–H stretching of the aliphatic (methylene 

and methyl) groups are evidently a clear indication for the obtained quaternized derivatives. 
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Figure 3.21: ATR-FTIR of N-quaternized SMI-C derivatives. 
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3.4 Conclusions: 

In this chapter, the synthesis and characterization of various styrene-maleimide copolymer 

derivatives was presented.  

The imidization of styrene-maleic anhydride copolymers (prepared and commercial grade) 

was successfully accomplished using various aliphatic amino compounds (2-amino ethanol, 

n-butyl amine, 3-dimethylaminopropylamine) to form the styrene-maleimide copolymer 

derivatives.  

The imidized polymers (styrene-N,N-dimethylaminopropyl maleimide) copolymer) SMI-P 

and SMI-C were used as a precursor for the preparation of quaternized copolymer 

derivatives. The quaternization reactions were successfully accomplished using various alkyl 

halides, namely methyl iodide, 1-bromobutane, 1-bromooctane, and 1-dodecylbromide, as 

shown by the characterization results of each compound.  
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CHAPTER 4: Electrospinning of Maleimide‐Styrene 

Copolymer Derivatives   

 

4.1 Abstract 

In this chapter the utilization of the electrospinning process is described. All the prepared and 

modified copolymers in this study were electrospun into non-woven nanofibrous mats. The 

electrospun fibers were characterized by different analytical tools such Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM) for morphological and size assessment, Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry (DSC) and Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) analysis were conducted to 

investigate the thermal properties of the fibers.  

 

4.2. The electrospinning process 

Electrospinning is considered the most convenient and cheapest method to fabricate 

polymeric and inorganic nanofibers for filtration, textile and biomedical applications.1,2 

Fibers with diameters in the range of tens to hundreds of nanometers can be readily 

electrospun into mats. In simple words, the electrospinning process is a process that creates 

nanofibers through an electrically charged jet of a polymer solution or polymer melt.3  

In its simplest form, electrospinning uses an electric field to draw a polymer solution from the 

tip of a capillary to a collector. A positive voltage is applied to the polymer solution, which 

causes a jet of the solution to be drawn toward a grounded or negatively charged collector. 

The fine jets dry to form polymeric fibers. 

A typical electrospinning setup in the laboratory consists of:  

 A viscous polymer solution  

 An electrode (hollow tubular or solid) that is maintained in contact with the polymer 

solution 

 A high-voltage DC generator connected to the electrode  
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 A grounded or negatively charged surface to collect the fibers. 

 

Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of the electrospinning setup employed in this work. A detailed 

explanation of the electrospinning process is presented in a valuable book by Andrady.4  The 

description of the process can be summarized in the following key stages: 

1) Droplet generation  

2) Taylor cone formation  

3) Launching of the jet 

4) Elongation of straight segment  

5) Whipping instability region 

6) Solidification into nanofiber 

  

 

 

 

Power supply  

 

Positive electrode 

Controllable pump   

Metal needle 

Syringe   

 

Negative electrode

Figure 4.1: representation of the electrospinning setup used in this work 
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Briefly, in the electrospinning process, the polymer solution is pushed through the tip (most 

often metallic) of a needle by a control pump. The electrical field draws the solution droplet 

at the tip into a structure called Taylor cone (caused by equilibrium between the electrical 

force of the charged surface and the surface tension). If the viscosity and the surface tension 

of the solution are appropriately tuned, a stable jet is formed and travels across the gap from 

the highly charged tip to the ground collector surface. On the way to the collector, the solvent 

evaporates (or melt solidifies) and solid fibers are precipitated, typically forming a non-

woven nanofibrous mat. 

 

In general, the important features of electrospinning are3: 

1. A suitable solvent to completely dissolve the polymer. 

2. Vapor pressure of the solvent should be suitable to quickly evaporate and maintain 

fiber integrity, but also not too quickly, which would cause solidification before 

proper stretching of the polymer fibers. 

3. Suitable viscosity and surface tension of the polymer solution. 

4. A power supply that provides enough potential to overcome the viscosity and surface 

tension of the polymer solution to form a stable jet. 

 

4.3 Electrospinning styrene‐maleimide (SMI) copolymer derivatives 

The prepared copolymer derivatives as described in Chapter 3 were electrospun after a series 

of optimization trials to set the electrospinning conditions for each polymer system. These 

conditions include polymer solution concentrations, feed rates, applied voltage, 

electrospinning distance, and the solvent system used. The solvent system was chosen 

according first to the ability to dissolve the polymer. Also, it was considered to minimize the 

use of very toxic solvents for each polymer system, taking into account the solvent properties 

such as dielectric constant, which has a significant influence on electrospinning. Generally, a 

solution with a greater dielectric property reduces the formation of beads and the diameter of 

the resulting electrospun fiber. Also, it has an effect on the morphology of the fibers. Table 

(4.1) shows the dielectric constants of some common solvents used for electrospinning, it was 

also used as a guide for solvent selection. It is beyond the scope of this study to thoroughly 
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focus on the actual surface morphology and the effect of different solvents on the electrospun 

fibers. Table 4.1 shows the dielectric constant of some common solvents used in literature for 

electrospinning and reported in a book by Ramakrishna et al.5 

Table 4.1: Dielectric constants of solvents copied from reference (5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After numerous optimization attempts of the electrospinning conditions of the copolymer 

derivatives, the final conditions that were set for each polymer system are tabulated in Table 

4.2.  

The fibers produced via these optimized conditions were observed in the scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) to determine the diameter sizes. The seemingly random selection of 

spinning conditions were optimized values that led to fiber diameters in the range of 400-800 

nm. The fibers were then analyzed for thermal properties and subsequently used for 

antimicrobial evaluation discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

Solvent  Dielectric constant 

2-Propanol 18.3

Acetic acid 6.15

Acetone 20.7

Acetonitrile 35.92-37.06

Chloroform 4.8

Dichloromethane 8.93

Dimethylformamide 36.71

Ethyl acetate 6.0

Ethanol 24.55

m-Cersol 11.8

Methanol 32.6

Pyridine 12.3

Tetrahydrofuran 7.47

Toluene 2.438

Trifluoroethanol 27.0

Water 80.2
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Table 4.2: Experimental electrospinning conditions of the SMI copolymer derivatives 

Polymer 

type 

 

Solvent 

Conc. 

(Wt. %) 

Volts 

(KV) 

Feed rate 

(mL/min) 

Distance 

(cm) 

Relative 

*Humidity & Temp. 

SMI-P EtOH 8 10 0.013 15 37% , 25 °C 

SMI-NB EtOH:MeOH 

1:1 

10 10 0.008 17 53%,  19 °C 

SMI-AE DMF:EtOH 

1:3 

10 11.25 0.022 17 64% ,  20.5 °C 

SMI-AP DMF:EtOH 

1:1 

14 10 0.012 16 62 % , 21.5 °C 

SMI-Cq1 DMF:Acetone 

1:1 

33 12.5 0.007 17 65 % , 21 °C 

SMI-Cq4 EtOH 24 15 0.007 10 63.5% , 23 °C 

SMI-Cq8 MeOH 28 12 0.008 15 50% , 22.5 °C 

SMI-Cq12 EtOH:MeOH 

1:1 

28 11.25 0.01 15 63% , 24 °C 

SMI-Pq1 DMF 35 12.5 0.01 15 66% , 22.5 °C 

SMI-Pq4 MeOH 20 12.5 0.014 16 63% , 21.5 °C 

SMI-Pq8 EtOH:MeOH 

1:1 

18 17.5 0.008 17 63% , 23.5 °C 

SMI-Pq12 EtOH:MeOH 

1:1 

18 10 0.01 15 53% , 22 °C 

* recorded by a temperature/humidity data logger  OPT506H series (Optirion)  
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 4.4 Results and Discussion  

4.4.1 SEM analysis 

SEM was performed on all electrospun fiber mats. Imaging of the samples was accomplished 

using a Leo® 1430VP Scanning Electron Microscope at Stellenbosch University. Prior to 

imaging, the samples were mounted on a stub with double-sided carbon tape. The sample was 

then coated with a thin layer of gold in order to make the sample surface electrically 

conducting. The scanning electron (SE) images show the surface structure of the material. 

Beam conditions during surface analysis were 7 kV and approximately 1.5 nA, with a 

working distance of 13 mm and a spot size of 150. Fiber diameters were estimated using 

digital image processing software AxioVision (V 4.4.0.0).6 The average fiber diameter was 

evaluated by randomly selecting up to 30-50 measurements of different portions of the 

fibrous mat and averaging the diameter over the number of single fiber measurements. The 

data collected is shown in Figure 4.2. The average diameter of the electrospun fiber mats is in 

general in the nanometer range if 400-800 nm. Figure 4.3 shows examples of SEM images of 

selected electrospun fibers.  

 

Figure 4.2: Mean average diameter of the electrospun polymer derivatives.  
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(SMI-P)      (SMI-NB)

   

(SMI-AP)     (SMI-Cq4)

   

(SMI-Pq4)     (SMI-Pq1)

   
Figure 4.3: SEM images of some electrospun SMI copolymer derivatives. 
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4.4.2 Thermal analysis 

The thermal properties of the fibers were investigated by TGA and DSC analysis.  

DSC was carried out on a TA Instruments Advanced Q1000 calorimeter. Samples were heated 

from 50 to 200 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min followed by an isothermal step for 1 min. A cooling 

cycle to 50 °C with 10 °C/min was performed prior to a second heating run to 200 °C at 10 oC/ 

min. The glass transition temperature (Tg) was determined from the second heating run.  

The TGA instrument is a Perkin Elmer TGA 7, samples were heated from 20 °C to 920 °C at 20 

°C/min under nitrogen atmosphere. 

TGA thermograms of styrene-maleimide copolymer derivatives prepared from SMA-P precursor 

are shown in Figure 4.4. From the figure, the TGA curve of maleic anhydride SMA-P 

copolymer, undergoes a two-stage weight loss in the temperature 200-350 °C, where the major 

portion decomposes in the second stage at about 350 oC. The first-stage weight loss was 

approximately 10% started around 200 °C, These results are in good agreement with those 

corresponding to the thermogravimetric behavior of PSMA.7-9 The styrene-maleimide copolymer 

derivatives decomposed in a single step around 400 oC. However, the thermogram curve for 

SMA-NB showed two degradation steps, i.e. the first 20 % wt loss around 160 °C and the 

second was around 400 °C.  

 

Figure 4.4: TGA thermograms of SMI copolymer derivatives. 
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TGA thermograms of the quaternized SMI-P and SMI-C with C1, C4, C8 and C12 substituents are 

presented in Figure 4.5. It was observed that the quaternized polymer fibers decomposed at 

lower temperatures than the non-quaternized precursors. It can be seen that the decomposition 

temperature of the quaternized SMI-C copolymer derivatives are around 235 °C, while the 

unquaternized precursor SMI-C decomposed at approximately 400 °C.  In a similar trend the 

decomposition temperatures of the quaternized SMI-P copolymer derivatives were lower than 

the unquaternized SMI-P precursor due to the quaternary ammonium groups.  

Slightly lower decomposition temperatures were observed for the SMI-P copolymer derivatives 

compared to the SMI-C derivatives due to the increase in the bromine or iodine content in the 

polymer.10,11  

 

 

Figure 4.5: TGA thermograms of quaternized SMI-C (top) and SMI-P copolymer derivatives. 
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The glass transition temperatures Tg of the modified copolymers are summarized in Table 4.3. It 

can be seen from the Table that the Tgs of both styrene-maleic anhydride copolymer precursors 

SMA-P (206 °C) and SMA-C (160 °C) are strongly influenced by the anhydride content. It was 

shown that the Tg increases linearly with MAnh at 2.67 oF per added MAnh %.12 The 

incorporation of MAnh leads to an increased stiffness of the chain and thus to a higher Tg. 

Furthermore, the SMA-P structure with approximately 50% anhydride units corresponds to a 

completely alternating copolymer, which is probably able to pack in a more efficient way than 

the more random (statistical) copolymer SMI-C with approximately 28% anhydride units.13 

 

 

 
 Table 4.3: Measured Tgs of the electrospun fibers  

SMI fiber derivatives  Tg (°C) Quaternized fiber derivatives Tg (°C) 

SMA-P 206 SMI-Cq1 173 

SMA-C 160 SMI-Cq4 152 

SMI-P 123 SMI-Cq8 149 

SMI-NB 147 SMI-Cq12 130 

SMI-AE 187 SMI-Pq1 140 

SMI-AP 150 SMI-Pq4 153 

SMI-Pq8 154 

SMI-Pq12 146 

 

N-substituted maleimides show a balance between increased stiffness (ring structures) and 

reduced chain packing (alkyl substituents). A significant decrease in the Tg of all imidized 

products compared to that of the SMA-P precursor have been recorded. For example the Tg of 

the imidized SMI-P derivative decreased significantly to 123 °C. Introduction of the aliphatic 

chain with a tertiary amino group acting as short chain branches would significantly affect the 

macromolecular behavior.  The decrease in the Tg  can be attributed to the restriction of the 
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polymer chains to pack, the short branched groups could provide more free chain mobility and 

that leads to having a lower Tg value. Vermeesch and Groeninckx14 have showed that an 

increasing chain length of grafted amine onto the PSMA backbone depressed the glass transition 

temperature of poly(styrene-co-N-alkylmaleimides) remarkably. 

Similar thermal behavior was observed with other imidized products such SMI-NB, and SMI-

AE where the Tg also decreased compared to that of SMA-P. These observations are in 

agreement with the thermal properties of similar imidized copolymers reported in literature.15,16 

However every functional group has a different effect on the final Tg of the copolymer.  

The quaternization of SMI-P and SMI-C also influenced the thermal properties. The introduction 

of an alkyl group to the tertiary amino moieties has resulted in an increase in the Tg of the 

copolymer derivatives. From Table 4.3, it can be seen in the case of the quaternized SMI-C 

derivatives, the Tg decreases with an increase of the N-alkyl chain attached to the quaternary 

ammonium group. However, this decreasing trend was not observed in the quaternized SMI-P 

derivatives. The quaternized SMI-P derivatives showed quite the opposite trend to that of the 

SMI-C quaternized derivatives in the following order SMI-Pq1< SMI-Pq4< SMI-Pq8, as the Tg 

showed an increasing trend up to the quaternized polymer with a C8 alkyl chain then a slight 

drop in the Tg was observed from a 154 °C in the case of SMI-Pq8 to 146 °C of SMI-Pq12.  

It was not possible to compare the thermal property findings in this study with other results in 

the literature because of the lack of information on thermal studies with similar copolymer 

derivatives. Lee et al.17,18 have reported the synthesis of poly(methyl iodide quaternized styrene–

N-(3-(N’,N’-dimethylamino)propyl)maleimide) which is the same as SMI-Pq1. However, in their 

study they only focused on investigating the aqueous solution properties of the cationic 

copolymer derivatives without touching on the thermal properties of the polymers. Therefore the 

thermal properties of the quaternized derivatives are considered to be reported for the first time 

in this study. 

4.5 Solubility properties of the quaternized electrospun fibers 

The presence of an ionic group such as the quaternary ammonium group in the polymer can 

significantly affect its solubility and make the dissolution of the polymer in water possible. A 

solubility test on the quaternized fibers was performed. This was done by taking a small piece of 
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the fiber mat and placing it in a sample vial containing about 10 mL water.  Because of the huge 

surface area of the fibers it was very easy to observe its solubility, as it is expected if the 

polymer is soluble, the mat will disappear immediately or at least in a few minutes. The 

experimental observations revealed that the quaternized SMI-C derivatives were insoluble in 

water. This is expected to be due to the hydrophobic character of the dominating styrene rings, 

as the sample fiber mats were clearly visible, suspended in the water. On the other hand the 

quaternized (alternating) SMI-P samples including SMI-Pq1, SMI-Pq4 and SMI-Pq8 dissolved 

immediately. This was attributed to the fact that the quaternized SMI-P derivatives have 

substantially larger amounts of cationic groups present in the polymer chain, which helps the 

molecule to dissolve in water. However, the quaternized polymer with C12 carbon was 

insoluble, which is most likely due to the long aliphatic tail that increased the hydrophobicity of 

the amphiphilic copolymer.   

The water-solubility of the quaternized fibers after electrospinning limits their use for many 

applications, especially if intended for filtration purposes.19 One of the aims in this study was to 

investigate the copolymer derivatives in the form of electrospun fiber mats for filtration 

applications. Therefore, it was important to make the fibers water-insoluble after 

electrospinning. Furthermore, the effect of the availability of cationic groups on the 

antimicrobial properties is to be compared between the SMI-C and SMI-P quaternized 

derivatives. The crosslinking of the fibers was achieved by thermal treatment, which was 

advantageous because no external chemical crosslinking agents were required as will be 

explained in the following section.  

4.5.1 Thermal curing of water‐soluble fibers.  

The water-soluble fibers SMI-Pq1, SMI-Pq4 and SMI-Pq8 were thermally cured in a vacuum 

oven at 130 °C for 24 hours. The solubility of the fibers was investigated after curing in the same 

way as explained earlier. After the thermal treatment, none of the fibers were soluble in water or 

solvents such as THF or DMF, which was a clear indication for success of the crosslinking 

process. The cured fibers were analyzed by DSC and SEM.  

The actual crosslinking via heat treatment was inspired by the results found when treating the 

parent precursor (alternating) SMI-P copolymer. The thermal treatment of the SMI-P fibers  
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resulted in a crosslinked fiber mat that was insoluble in THF, DMF and DMSO, as evident by 

the stability of the fiber mat in the solvent for weeks. An attempt to understand the nature of the 

crosslinking process was carried out. All prepared imidized derivatives (Figure 4.6) were 

thermally treated to investigate the effect of the different N-substituted groups on the curability 

of the fibers 

SMI-P  SMI-NB	 SMI-AP	

 

SMI-AE	

 
Figure 4.6: SMI copolymer derivatives. 

  

It was found that no effect was noticed on the SMI derivatives (except for SMI-P), as they were 

still soluble in DMF after heat treatment. This led to conclude that the tertiary amine 

functionality was the key in promoting the crosslinking process to occur. The nature of the actual 

chemical or physical crosslinking process however, is not understood yet. From the ATR-FTIR 

spectra in of SMI-P (Figure 4.7) before and after curing, it was difficult to notice any differences 

or to extract useful information as both spectra are almost identical.  
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Figure 4.7: ATR-FTIR spectra of soluble and insoluble SMI-P fiber mats. 

 

However, it was noticed that high temperature is not necessarily required for the crosslinking 

process to actually occur. The SMI-P fibers were crosslinked even at 80 °C under normal 

atmospheric pressure in less than 24 hours. Therefore, the temperature can promote the 

crosslinking to happen, but also influence the physical nature of the fiber mat. In the course of 

the investigation, SEM images were taken (Figure 4.8) of electrospun SMI-P fibers before and 

after treatment at 80 and 130 °C, and very interesting results were obtained. The fibers were 

visually examined and it can be seen that the high temperature treatment at 130 °C had a 

significant effect. This was noticed from the slight shrinkage of the mat on the aluminium foil 

compared to its original state. Also, when removed it can be easily seen that the fiber mat 

became noticeably brittle.  
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From Figure 4.8 (C), on a macroscopic level, it can be seen that the fiber integrity has been lost 

compared to its original form. This could be due to heating the fibers above its Tg where the 

polymer chains are known to be mobile and hence the fibrous structure could be altered. 

However, the mat treated at 80 °C did not have any noticeable visual changes. According to the 

SEM images, it was difficult to see any differences between the untreated and treated fiber mat. 

It appeared flexible unlike the high temperature-treated mat. The interesting point is that both 

treated fibers were crosslinked, which was confirmed by the insolubility in various solvents such 

as DMF. The 80 °C treated mat and the untreated fibers were investigated further for thermal 

properties. Figure 4.9 shows the DSC thermograms of the untreated and the (crosslinked) 80 °C 

fibers. From the DSC analysis the Tgs of both fiber mats were almost identical at around 124 °C. 

(A)    (B)  

                                            (C)    

Figure 4. 8: SEM images of SMI-P fibers (A) untreated (B) treated at 80 oC, (C) treated at 130 oC. 
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The actual nature and mechanism of crosslinking is still under investigation and conclusions 

cannot be drawn yet. However, the thermal treatment of SMI-P copolymer provided a starting 

point to treat the quaternized derivatives in the same manner.  

                  

Figure 4.9: DSC curves of the treated and untreated SMI-P fibers 

 

Thermal crosslinking of the quaternized fiber mats was only achievable at higher temperatures, 

unlike the parent macromolecule SMI-P. Therefore all the fibers were treated at 130 °C in a 

vacuum oven. Table 4.4 shows the Tg of the quaternized fibers obtained from the DSC. From the 

Table it can be seen that the Tg of all cured polymer fibers increased, which was expected. The 

increase in the Tg of the crosslinked fibers is attributed to the restriction of chain mobility and 

most likely leads to higher Tg compared to that of un-crosslinked fibers.  

Table 4.4: The Tg of quaternized SMI-P copolymer derivatives. 

Polymer Tg °C Tg (crosslinked)  °C 

SMI-Pq1 140 Difficult to detect 

SMI-Pq4 153 165 

SMI-Pq8 154 164 

SMI-Pq12 146 154 

100 120 140 160 180

 Temperature oC

Tg = 123 oC 

 SMI-P (untreated)

 SMI-P treated at 80 oC
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w
 

Tg = 124 oC 
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The fiber diameters were analyzed by SEM after crosslinking, the results showed a slight 

decrease in fiber diameter compared to the un-crosslinked fibers. For example the SMI-Pq4 

fibers (Figure 4.6) showed a slight decrease in the average fiber diameter from 460 ± 123 nm to 

440 ± 95 nm, however, this decrease can be considered negligible if one takes the standard 

deviations of the averaged diameter values into account. A more significant decrease was 

observed with the SMI-Pq12 fibers as shown in Table 4.5. It is postulated that the fibers could 

have slightly shrunk because of polymer chains entropy changes during thermal treatment at 130 

°C. Understanding the nature of the crosslinking process should provide useful information and 

thus thermal properties and fiber morphology can be correlated.  

Table 4.5: Average fiber diameters before and after crosslinking of quaternized SMI-P derivatives. 

Fiber  SMI‐Pq1  SMI‐Pq4  SMI‐Pq8  SMI‐Pq12 

Average Diameter (nm) 

(not crosslinked ) 
420 ± 60  460 ± 123  430 ± 55  761 ± 220 

Average  Diameter (nm) 

crosslinked 
360 ± 55  440 ± 95  390 ± 70  365 ± 55 

 

Not crosslinked  Crosslinked 

 
 

Figure 4.10: SEM image of the SMI-Pq4 fibers before and after crosslinking. 
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4.6 Conclusions: 

The electrospinning of all synthesized styrene-maleimide copolymer derivatives was carried out. 

A successful set of conditions was found for each polymer system to produce non-woven fiber 

mats. The electrospun fibers were easily collected and analyzed by different analytical tools. 

According to the SEM imaging results, the average diameters were all in the nanometer range.  

The TGA curves of the copolymer derivatives show an increase in thermal stability after 

imidization. The thermal stability of the quaternized precursors SMI-C and SMI-P have 

decreased substantially compared to the unquaternized polymers because of the presence of the 

bromide and iodide counter ions in the polymer.  

Heat treatment of the soluble fiber was a successful method to transform the fibers into 

crosslinked insoluble mats. This adds an important and valuable property that may allow usage 

of the highly functionalized quaternary ammonium fiber mats in different conditions. 

Furthermore, it can motivate the investigation of various other alkyl halide derivatives that can 

be used in the quaternization and selectively tune the functional groups to meet specific 

requirements such as potency towards specific microorganisms. 
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Chapter 5: Antimicrobial Evaluation  

5.1 Abstract 

This chapter presents an antimicrobial evaluation study of all synthesized and modified 

electrospun polymer fibers. See Table 5.1 for chemical structures of the polymer fibers being 

assessed. The bactericidal activity of the fibers was examined against different bacteria 

including Staphylococcus aureus (Gram-positive), Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (Gram-negative). The evaluation study utilized different tools to test for 

antibacterial activity and mode of cell death including bioluminescent imaging, fluorescence 

imaging and the viable cell counting method.  

Table 5.1: Chemical structure and Polymer codes prepared in this work 

SMI-P

N
O O

N

CH3

CH3

n

 

N
O O

CH3

n

SMI-NB SMI-AP

N
O O

OH

n

 

SMI-AE 

N
O O

OH

n

  

N OO
n

N

I  

*SMI-Pq1 and **SMI-Cq1 

N OO
n

N
Br

     

SMI-Pq4 & SMI-Cq4 

N OO
n

N
Br

 SMI-Cq8 & SMI-Pq8 

N OO
n

N

Br

 

SMI-Cq12 and SMI-Pq12 

 

 

*The letter P here refers to the copolymers modified copolymers from a prepared alternating SMA (~50% 
maleic anhydride) copolymer. **The letter C refers to modified copolymers prepared from a commercial SMA 
grade containing 28% maleic anhydride units
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5.1 Bioluminescent imaging 

Bioluminescence imaging (BLI) is a technique that has been developed over the past two 

decades for biomolecular imaging. It has been successfully used as a molecular imaging tool 

to obtain qualitative and semi-quantitative information of various biological processes in 

vivo.1-3    

Live animal imaging is one of the major techniques that rely on BLI, as it is non-invasive and 

allows real time monitoring of infectious disease, tumor cell growth, mammalian tissues,etc.4  

BLI is based on the detection of visible light produced by enzyme (Luciferase)-mediated 

oxidation of a molecular substrate. The luciferase enzyme catalyzes a chemical reaction in the 

presence of oxygen and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and emits light as one of the reaction 

products.5 The detectable photons can be captured by a charge coupled device (CCD) in a BLI 

system.6   

 In this work, a Xenogen IVIS®200 Optical Imaging system (Figure 5.1) was used to detect 

the bioluminescence photons and convert them into an image of electrical charge patterns.  

Monitoring the intensities generated in the processed image provides information on the 

biological processes of the organism.  

In order to apply the BLI system in the antimicrobial evaluation, engineered bacterial strains 

obtained from (Caliper life sciences, Hopkinton MA, USA) were used for the assessment in this 

study. The bacterial strains have a Photorhabdus luminescence luxABCDE operon (lux gene) 

to provide bioluminescence.  

Metabolically active cells can be detected by monitoring the produced light detected by BLI 

such as the IVIS® imaging system.7  The light will evidently indicate that ATP is providing 

the energy required for cellular functions and it is metabolically active.1 On the other hand, if 

the intensity of the photons decreases, it indicates a decrease in the concentration of ATP, and 

hence the cell becomes dormant or metabolically inactive and eventually dies. Thus 

bioluminescence is an indicator of the metabolic state of the cell. 
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5.1.1 Sample and culture preparation 

In the antimicrobial efficacy tests, the bacterial cultures were grown in nutrient solutions 

(broth). Brain heart infusion (BHI, Biolab Diagnostic, Midrand, South Africa ) for S. aureus 

and Luria Bertani broth (LB, Biolab Diagnostic, Midrand, South Africa) for P. aeruginosa or 

E. coli). Cultures were grown overnight at 37 oC. The cells were harvested in a centrifuge 

(8 000xg, 5 min), and resuspended in a sterile saline solution (prepared by dissolving 8.5 g of 

sodium chloride in 1 L of distilled deionized water in a “Schott” bottle followed by 

sterilization at 121 °C for 20 min). 

 The bacterial solution was further diluted in stock bottles to approximately 106~107cells.mL-1   

estimated by optical density (OD) measurement at 600 nm against a blank saline solution. 

Later will be presented as OD600 nm. 

In this section, only the bioluminescence imaging results of SMI-P fibers with S. aureus and  

E. coli cultures will be shown by this method. The other polymer fibers were also tested and 

their results will be illustrated. 

A sample of a fiber mat was cut into pieces of different dimensions. A suitable fiber sample 

was then weighed and placed in a Petri dish (Figure 5.2).  

                                

                                     

Image	and	Data	acquisition	software	

Imaging	chamber				

CCD	Camera		

Figure 5.1: the IVIS® imaging system that was used in this study 
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Figure 5.2: Photo Samples of electrospun SMI-P fibers, plate (1) (60 mg fiber mat), plate (2) (~20 mg fiber 
mat) taken inside the imaging chamber.  
 

A specific bacterial culture (10 mL) for example of S. aureus Xen 36 (106 cfu/mL) was added 

to the plate containing the fiber. After gently swirling the solution for wetting the fiber mat, 

bioluminescent imaging was acquired at different time intervals using the IVIS® system. A 

culture plate (no fibers) was used as a control to compare the results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3: Bioluminescence of (S. aureus Xen 36) imaged with an IVIS® camera (exposure
time 20 sec). (1) SMI-P fiber and 10 mL concentration ~ 106 cell.mL-1 culture after 2
minutes of contact. (2) A control plate containing (S. aureus Xen 36) culture at time 0. (3)
Sample from image (1) after one hour of contact (4) Control after 4 hours incubation.  
 

1 2 

3 4 

1 2 
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Figure 5.3 displays the bioluminescent imaging results of S. aureus (Xen 36) culture with and 

without SMI-P fibers contact. It is clearly shown that after around 1 hour of contact no 

bioluminescence of the culture was detected. However, the culture in the control plate was 

still able to show bioluminescence even after 4 hours.   

The experiments were carried out at least three times and the same results were observed. 

Figure 5.4 shows the results of bioluminescence imaging of the same polymer but with a 

larger sample and a 20 mL culture. Observing the intensity of the bioluminescent bacteria 

culture over time gives an indication of the viability of the bacteria cells, where high intensity 

will be due to a large number of metabolically active cells present.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

From both Figures (5.3 and 5.4), it can be seen that the presence of the fibers was responsible 

for causing the reduction and disappearance of detectable luminescence of the culture This 

would imply that the fibers are active against the bacterial cells and probably affecting the 

ability of the bacteria to produce ATP as a result. Although all the other components for 

bioluminescence are present including luciferin (substrate), luciferase (enzyme) and oxygen, 

Figure 5.4: Bioluminescence of (S. aureus Xen 36) imaged with an IVIS® camera (exposure time 20 
sec).  (1) SMI-P fiber sample mat, (2) sample and bacteria solution (20 mL ~ 107 cell.mL-1)  time 0, (3) 
time 1 hour incubation, (4) 2 hours incubation, (5) 3:15 hours incubation, (6) 5:15 hours incubation 

 

1 2 3

4 5 6
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ATP remains the important element to produce light in this case. The reduction of 

luminescent intensity would most likely indicate that the cell becomes dormant and 

metabolically inactive or it is dead. In order to investigate whether the cells are still alive or 

not, 100 L was withdrawn from the culture that did not show any luminescence and 

inoculated in a liquid culture of BHI and incubated overnight at 37 oC. The incubated tubes 

have been monitored at least in the first 5 hours. Evidence of cell growth was noticed from the 

change of the clear BHI solution from being clear to opaque with time. This simply means 

that the culture sample taken from the Petri plates still contains living cells. The absence of 

detectable luminescence does not necessarily imply that all cells are actually dead. It is 

speculated that the surviving cells must be in a dormant state and metabolically inactive, yet if 

the right conditions and nutrition are found they may grow again.  

The fibers were also tested against a culture of E. coli Xen 14 (106 cfu/ml) in the same way. 

Figure 5.5 shows the imaging results of a fiber mat in contact with an E. coli (Xen 14).  

 

 
Figure 5. 5: Bioluminescence of E. coli (Xen14) imaged with an IVIS camera (exposure time 20 sec). (1) 
SMI-P fibers and E. Coli  after 10 minutes contact, (2) after 80 minutes. 
 

It is quite clear that the SMI-P fibers are less potent towards E. coli compared to its activity 

against S. aureus. As evident from the luminescence image of the bacterial culture, there was 

no significant change in the luminescent intensity after an hour of contact in contrast to the 

results observed when the same fibers were in contact with S. aureus culture. 

 

Fiber mat Control 

1 2
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The bioluminescence imaging was carried out for all the fibers in the same way. Table 5.2 

summarizes the bioactivity results of different polymer fibers using IVIS in conjunction with 

different strains.  

Table 5. 2: Antibacterial assessment results using bioluminescence imaging by IVIS.  

 

 

Strain 

 
 Active fibers observed according to IVIS imaging system. 

Incubation time	———————> activity decreases

1 hour  2-5 hours >5 hours 

 

E.coli (Xen14) 

SMI-Pq1, SMI-Pq 4, SMI-Pq 8, 

SMI-Pq 12 

SMI-Cq1, SMI-Cq4, SMI-Cq8,  

 

SMI-AP 

 

SMI-P  

 

S. aureus (Xen 36) 

SMI-Pq1, SMI-Pq4, SMI-Pq8, 

SMI-Pq12 

SMI-Cq1  SMI-Cq4, SMI-Cq8,  

SMI-Cq12 

  

P. aeruginosa (Xen5) SMI-Pq1, SMI-Pq4 , SMI-Pq8, 

SMI-Pq12 
SMI-AP  

 The activity was based on significant reduction of bioluminescence as a function of incubation 

(example image 3 in Figure 5.5) time compared to the luminescence intensity of the control 

culture.   

 

The assessment was based on the observation of changes in luminescent intensity of the 

bacterial cultures when treated with the fibers compared to a control. The observation from 

this assessment indicated that all quaternized polymer fibers show significant activity against 

the bacterial cultures. It was considered that the fibers are active if appreciable bioluminescent 

reduction was observed within the first incubation hour. Non-quaternized maleimide-styrene 

copolymer fibers such as SMI-P and SMI-AP showed very good activity against S aureus. 

However, when E. coli was treated, the decrease in the luminescence was not as rapid as in 

the case of S. aureus. No significant activity was observed for any of the unquaternized type 

copolymer fibers when in contact with P. aeruginosa (Xen 5) except for SMI-AP that showed 

activity as indicated by comparing the IVIS images with time.  
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The IVIS imaging system is a powerful tool to qualitatively assess antimicrobial fiber mats. 

This is a qualitative evaluation and it cannot be considered as a quantitative indication of the 

antibacterial activity. In order to determine the antimicrobial activity in a quantitative way, 

other methods must be applied. Thus, in this study the shake flask (viable cell count) method 

was used for quantitative antimicrobial assessments. 

5.2 Antimicrobial assay of fiber mats using shake flask method (ASTM E2149)  

The ability of the modified electrospun fibers to kill bacteria was tested using the shake flask 

(viable cell count) method. This test ensures good contact between bacteria, and the polymer 

fibers by constant agitation of the test specimen in a bacterial suspension during the test 

period. 

All modified electrospun fibers were tested against S. aureus and E. coli, however, only the 

potent fibers from the results against these strains were examined against P. aeruginosa. 

The electrospun fiber mats of each polymer were tested in triplicate. Pieces of the fiber mats   

25-26 mg were placed in a sterile centrifuge tube.(Figure 5.6). Aliquots of 5 mL from the 

stock culture solution (prepared as in the previous section) were added to each tube. Control 

experiments were run in which no fibers were present in the bacteria culture and treated in a 

similar way. After an incubation period of 24 hours at 37 oC, 1 mL of the solution was taken 

from each tube then added to 9 mL of sterile saline, and diluted (decimal serial dilutions until 

106) by mixing 1 mL with 9 mL of sterile saline solution. 

Samples (100 L) of the decimal dilutions were spread on agar plates containing 2% agar for 

solid media. (BHI for S.aureus Xen 36 and LB for E. coli Xen 14 or P. aeruginosa Xen 5 as 

previously mentioned). Cells were incubated overnight at 37 °C. After incubation, the plates 

were examined and the number of colony forming units (CFU) was counted manually. The 

results, after multiplication by the dilution factor, were expressed as mean colony forming 

units per milliliter (CFU/mL).  
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Table 5.3 shows the results of the antibacterial assessment against S. aureus and E. coli using 

the shake flask method. The viable cell count results correlates well with previous 

observations using the BLI system, although in this case quantitative measurements are 

achieved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Sterile centrifuge tubes 

           

Figure 5.6: Tubes containing the fibers and bacterial culture used in the 
AM assay.   
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Table 5. 3: Antibacterial activity of the fibers against S. Aureus 

 

Starting from the unquaternized maleimide-based copolymers, only fibers with tertiary amine 

or phenol functionalities (SMI-AP, SMI-P) showed significant antibacterial activity. This was 

not unexpected, as it was shown in previous studies that these groups have potential 

antibacterial properties. For instance Jeong et al.8 have modified electrospun SMA fibers to 

obtain SMA–AP conjugate (figure 5.7) The fibers in a 1 mL (10 wt%) sample exhibited 

bactericidal activity against E. coli and S. aureus. 

Initial cell concentration of S. aureus  (OD600nm , 0.019) ~9.0 ×  106 cell.mL-1 

Initial cell concentration of E. Coli  (OD600nm , 0.014) ~7.0 × 106 cell.mL-1 

 

Fiber type 

Average Log reduction of CFU 

S. aureus    E. coli 

SMI-AE no significant activity no significant activity 

SMI-NH no significant activity no significant activity 

SMI-NB no significant activity 2 Log 

SMI-AP 6 Log  (100% kill) 5 Log 

SMI-P 5 Log 3 Log 

SMI-Pq1 6 Log  (100% kill) 5 Log 

SMI-Pq4 6 Log  (100% kill) 6 Log  (100% kill) 

SMI-Pq8 6 Log  (100% kill) 4Log 

SMI-Pq12 6 Log  (100% kill) 6 Log (100% kill) 

SMI-Cq1 3 Log 3 Log 

SMI-Cq4 3 Log 2 Log 

SMI-Cq8 3 Log 1 Log 

SMI-Cq12 3 Log 1 Log

Control plates 1.5×106 CFU. mL-1 1.3×106 CFU. mL-1 
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Figure 5.7: Phenol functionlized styrene maleic anhydride and maleimide derivatives. 

 

In this study, the phenol functionality was also considered as an active agent to be introduced 

in the polymer. However, unlike the case of Jeong’s work, the copolymer SMI-AP was 

prepared by the copolymerization of styrene and 4-hydroxyphenyl maleimide. The polymer in 

the imide form is more stable, compared to the SMA-AP conjugates prepared by Jeong’s, 

where the opened ring structure is susceptible to hydrolysis through the amide bond. 

However, under the same antimicrobial test conditions, no hydrolysis of SMA-AP was 

detected. 

Nonaka et al.9 reported that resins containing phenol derivatives with one, two, or three 

hydroxyl groups exhibited antibacterial properties. In their study the resins containing 

phenolic derivatives exhibited higher antibacterial activity against E. coli than against S. 

aureus. They also attributed the activity to the presence of phenolic hydroxyl groups in the 

resin, as the activity increased with increasing the phenolic hydroxyl groups in the resins. 

Kenaway et al.10 prepared sulfonated derivatives of polyvinyl phenol (Mw ¯  = 20k and 100k).  

They reported that electrospun polyvinyl phenol (20k) showed antimicrobial activity against 

B. subtilis while the higher molecular weight fibers do not show antimicrobial activity. 

However, the fibers were examined on a medium as a sole source of carbon with different 

strains including bacilli, thermophilic bacilli, Pseudomonads. It was found that no growth 

was obtained even for the high molecular weight polymer, indicating that neither polymer can 

be degraded by the testing strains.  In this study, SMI-AP fibers were very active against S. 

aureus as it killed 100% cells in the 24 hours incubation. Very good activity against E. coli 

was also observed but not to the extent that all cells were killed. 
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 The activity of SMI-AP is attributed to the presence of phenol moieties. Phenol is known to 

induce progressive leakage of intracellular constituents,11 including the release of K+, the first 

indicator of membrane damage.12 

The viable-cell count was also reduced by the tertiary amine fiber derivative (SMI-P) showing 

good antibacterial properties. SMI-P fibers showed stronger activity against Gram-positive 

bacteria S. aureus as viable cell counts showed a log 5 reduction compared to a log 3 cell 

reduction of Gram-negative E coli. The activity of a tertiary amine functionality covalently 

bonded to a polystyrene fiber was first tested by Endo et al13. The antimicrobial assessment of 

the functionalized fibers revealed that the fibers were more active against Gram-negative 

bacteria such as E. coli, P. aeruginosa, K. pneumoniae, Salmonella typhimurium and Serratia 

marcescen than against Gram-positive S. aureus. They have attributed the antimicrobial 

property of the modified fibers to the presence of the tertiary amine groups, in which 

electrostatic interaction between the tertiary amine moieties and the divalent cations such as 

Mg2+, Ca2+ and Fe2+. Because divalent cations normally function as cation bridges between 

adjacent phosphates of membrane lipids in Gram-negative bacteria, it was suggested that the 

cationic tertiary amine groups are competing with other cationic active sites in the outer 

membrane. This eventually damages the function of the outer membrane and causes cell 

death.     

A more recent study by Gelman et al.14 also investigated the antibacterial activity of poly(2-

(N,N-dimethylamino)ethyl)styrene), and its quaternized derivative against various bacteria 

such as E. coli, B. subtilis, VRE (vancomycin-resistant enterococci) and MRSA (methicillin-

resistant S. aureus). They have shown that a dimethylamino functionalized styrene has greater 

antimicrobial activity than its analogous N-quaternized derivative suggesting reversible 

protonation has some impact on the biocidal activity. 

In both of the mentioned studies it seems that the styrenic based tertiary amine polymers are 

more potent against Gram-negative bacteria than Gram-positive in general. However, unlike 

previous studies the tertiary amino containing fibers SMI-P in this study showed stronger 

potency to Gram-positive bacteria than Gram-negative bacteria. This can be attributed to the 

fact that, the modified polymers examined in this study all contained maleimide functionality, 

and had significant affect on the bioactivity of the macromolecule as a whole, compared to 
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other macromolecules having the same bioactive moieties such as those prepared by Endo et 

al.13 

The other styrene-maleimide derivatives including SMI-NB and SMI-AE did not show 

significant activity accept for SMI-NB where a log 2 reduction was observed against E. coli.  

 The incubated plates for SMI-AE (Figure 5.8) and SMI-P (Figure 5.9) antimicrobial 

assessment against S aureus are shown as an example. It can be seen that the samples from 

SMI-AE assessment at 10-3 dilutions on agar plates are comparable to the control plates at the 

same dilution 10-3 which is an indication for inactivity of the fibers. On the other hand, in 

Figure 5.9 the difference is very clear, the control plates display complete coverage of the 

plates by cell growth. The fiber-treated plates only show a few colonies, indicative of the 

antimicrobial activity of the SMI-P fibers. 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Agar plate photos (S. aureus). Comparative view of the plated 10-3 diluted solutions between 
the control and the treated culture with SMI-AE fibers (triplicate samples). 
 

 

SMI-AE 

Control 
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The quaternized polymer fibers were basically derivatives of styrene-maleimide copolymers.  

 

However, two different grades of polymer precursors were used. The first SMA precursor was 

a commercial grade containing about 28% wt maleic anhydride units, the modified polymers 

based on this precursor are assigned as SMI-C, the letter C is for the commercial grade. The 

second SMA grade was an alternating copolymer prepared in this study, having 

approximately 50% of maleic anhydride units, modified via imidization to obtain SMI-P 

precursor.  

Both SMI-C and SMI-P are essentially the same type of copolymers, however, the number of 

functional tertiary amine groups in SMI-P is roughly twice that in SMI-C. The quaternized 

derivatives are indicated with the letter (q) and a number describing the number of carbon 

atoms of the alkyl halide that was used in the quaternization. In this study, a C1 iodide and C4, 

C8, C12 bromides were used to investigate their effect on the antimicrobial properties.  

From Table 5.3 the antimicrobial activity of all quaternized SMI-P derivatives was the 

strongest. The fibers of SMI-Cq1,4,8,12 are less active than the SMI-P quaternized 

derivatives by about 50% (logarithmic scale) when tested against S. aureus and E. coli. For 

example, the activity of SMI-Cq1 fibers against S. aureus showed a 3 log reduction (Figure 

5.10) compared to a  6 log reduction (100% reduction) when treated with SMI-Pq1 as 

indicated by the incubated agar plate with not a single colony present. (Figure 5.11) 

Murata et al.15 investigated the effect of charge density and chain length of polymeric 

quaternized brushes polyDMAEMA functionalized on an inorganic surface. They have found 

SMI-P 

Control 

Figure 5.9: Agar plate photos (S. aureus). Comparative view of the plated 10-1 diluted solutions 
between the control and the treated culture with SMI-P fibers. 
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that surface charge density is a critical element in designing a surface for maximum kill 

efficiency. 

 The lower activity of the SMI-C quaternized derivatives compared to the SMI-P derivatives 

can be directly related to the number of tertiary amino groups present in each polymer. Since 

the SMI-P derivatives have more quaternized groups than the SMI-C derivatives, they are 

expected to have a larger number of charges, which provided stronger bactericidal activity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regardless of the length of the alkyl chain used in the quaternized polymers, the activity 

against S. aureus was very strong for all SMI-P quaternized fibers as indicated by the 

complete killing of all the cells. 

Figure 5.11 displays photo examples of the incubated agar plates resulting during the 

antimicrobial assay of SMI-Pq1 and SMI-Pq4 against S aureus. 

In order to verify that all cells were dead and not adhered to the fiber mat, the fibers were 

removed from the tube after counting the CFUs on the agar plates, and inoculated in a tube of 

BHI medium at 37 oC overnight. There was no sign of any growth in the tubes after 24h 

incubation. This implies that indeed the quaternized SMI-P fibers were very potent and have 

extremely good antibacterial activity against S aureus.  

 

SMI-Cq1 

Control 

Figure 5.10: Agar plate images (S. aureus). Comparative view of the plated 10-1 
diluted solutions between the control and the treated culture with SMI-Cq1 fibers. 
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However, only SMI-Pq4 and SMI-Pq12 were able to 100% kill E. coli cells. It was expected 

that the variation in the alkyl chain length of the quaternary ammonium groups would have an 

influence on antibacterial activity of the fibers.  

 

 

 

 

The polymer fibers that exhibited good antimicrobial properties were tested against another 

pathogenic bacteria Gram-negative P. aeruginosa. The polymer fibers considered for activity 

evaluation included SMI-P, SMI-NB, SMI-AP and the quaternized derivatives of SMI-P. 

The antimicrobial assessment results are summarized in Table 5.4. 

 

 

SMI-Pq1

SMI-Pq4

Control

Figure 5.11: Agar plate images (S. aureus). Comparative view of the plated 10-1 diluted solutions 
between the control and the treated culture with SMI-Pq1 and SMI-Pq4 fibers. 
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Table 5.4: A summary of antimicrobial tests against P. aeruginosa 

 Initial concentration ~ 105 Cell.mL-1  (600 nm) 

Fiber type Average Log reduction of CFU 

SMI-P no significant activity 

SMI-NB no activity 

SMI-AP 3Log 

SMI-Pq1 3Log 

SMI-Pq4 2Log 

SMI-Pq8 5 Log (100% kill) 

SMI-Pq12 3Log 

Control plates counted after 24 hr = 3.5 × 105 CFU 

 

Many antimicrobial studies of polymers have shown that alkylation can influence 

antimicrobial efficacy in a different manner, depending on the alkyl chain length and the 

actual polymer system. For example, Ikeda et al.16 investigated the antimicrobial activity of 

quaternized poly(trialkylvinylbenzylammonium chloride)s, it was found that the quaternized 

C12 derivative significantly enhanced its antimicrobial activity.  

However, others have observed a decrease in antimicrobial activity with an increase in alkyl 

chain length. For instance, Roy et al.17 studied the antimicrobial activity of quaternized (C8-16) 

poly-DMAEMA grafted on cellulose fibers against E. coli. The antimicrobial activity was 

found to depend on the alkyl chain length and on the degree of quaternization, whereby the C8 

quaternized copolymer derivative showed a greater activity than the longer alkyl chain 

derivatives. The authors discussed that the C12 and C16 have increased the hydrophobic 

character of the polymer. The increase in the hydrophobicity may therefore limit the 

interaction between the polymer and the bacteria cell membrane, as they are not as easily 

wetted by the aqueous medium. However, C8 quaternized derivative is easily wetted and 

resulted in better antimicrobial properties.  
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The results obtained in this study however do not follow the trend, as it can be clearly seen 

that the SMI-Pq8 was not very potent against E. coli as it was against S. aureus. However, the 

same fibers were able to kill 100% all P. aeruginosa cells.   

On the other hand SMI-Pq4 and SMI-Pq12 fibers were consistently active against S. aureus 

and E. coli with 100% kill. However, the same fibers were not very active against P. 

aeruginosa as observed by a 3 log cell reduction for Pq12 and only 2 log cell count reduction 

in the case of Pq4 fibers.  

 The phenol containing derivative was also active and only resulted in a 3 log cell reduction, 

the tertiary amine SMI-P derivative as well as the alkyl maleimide derivative SMI-NB did not 

show any significant activity.  

It is rational to consider that every polymer system with a different backbone behaves 

differently, even if the same antimicrobial agent is immobilized. The properties of the whole 

macromolecule can significantly change and react differently in various media. Polycationic 

antimicrobial agents are known to have a diffusion and binding tendency to the cytoplasmic 

membrane of the bacteria. This binding is in the form of both electrostatic and hydrophobic 

interactions in relation to the molecular weight /length of the alkyl chain of the cationic 

polymer.18,19 Thus it is believed that an optimal range of alkyl chain length and molecular 

weights exist for antimicrobial activity of polymers.20  

5.3 External antimicrobial tests 

Since one of the advantages of electrospun fibers is there application as membrane filters, it 

was in part intended to provide protection against biological warfare agents that may be used 

in biodefense, or counterterrorism. Among different possible biological agents are considered 

viruses, bacteria, and their toxins. E.g.  bacterial threats/diseases such as the following: 

bacillus anthracis/anthrax, yersinia pestisi/plague, V. cholerea/ plague, etc.  

Fiber samples of SMI-P showed significant antimicrobial activity, the preparation of the 

polymer itself was easily managed and also was very easy to be electrospun with low toxicity 

solvents such as ethanol. It was therefore considered one of the interesting polymer materials 

to focus on and investigate its activity with other different Gram-negative and Gram-positive 

bacteria.  
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The SMI-P fibers were tested against Bacillus anthracis, methicillin resistant S. aureus 

(MRSA), Yersinia pestis and Vibrio cholerae at the Netherlands Organization for Applied 

Scientific Research (TNO). 

The tests were carried out by (TNO) personnel in a similar manner as previously described in 

this study. The fibers were treated with diluted overnight culture in a tube. The experiments 

were carried out in triplicates for each strain. At time intervals 2, 4, 6, 24 and 48 hours 0.1 mL 

was withdrawn and plated on agar plates for colony counts. All plates were incubated at 35 oC 

except for Y. pestis at 26 oC. 

The results indicated that the fibers were able to inhibit the growth of all the strains except the 

spores as described in Table 5.6. As an example, Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show photos of agar 

plates during the antimicrobial evaluation of the fibers against B. anthracis and Y. pestis 

 

Table 5.5: a summary of antimicrobial assessment of SMI-P fibers against various bacteria  

Bacteria strain Amount 

CFU 

Antibacterial assessment 

MRSA 4.6 ×106 3 log reduction was observed after 24 h, still inhibited but 

not killed even after 78 h. 

V. cholerea 6 × 106 3 log reduction after 24 h 

Y. pestis 3.2 × 106 6 log reduction and complete kill after 6 hours. 

B. anthracis 8 × 104 5 log reduction, bacteria is inhibited but not killed even 

after 76 h. 

B. anthracis spores 1.6×106 No activity  
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Figure 5.12: Incubated plates of the triplicates treated with B. Anthracis, from time 2h-48 hr

 

Figure 5.13: Incubated plates of the triplicates treated with Y. pestis from time 2h-48 hr 
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5.4 Evaluation using fluorescent microscopy  

Cell viability assays using fluorescent microscopy has been shown to be an effective and very 

useful tool for toxicity and antimicrobial assays.21-23 The key here is using specific fluorescent 

dyes that can stain certain cell constituents such as DNA, RNA and nucleic acids. Some of 

these dyes are known commercially as "LIVE/DEAD" BacLight Bacterial Viability kits, these 

have the capability of monitoring the viability of the bacteria as a function of the cell's 

membrane integrity.24,25 The lysis process in a cell can be monitored with these stains by 

counting the number of intact and permeable cells at different time points.24 

In this work, Fluorescence microscopy was utilized in part to investigate the mode of action 

of the fibers towards the bacteria cells. For this experiment, two different fluorochromes were 

used to stain nucleic acids of the bacteria cell for cell viability.  Propidium iodide (PI) emits 

light in the range of the red spectrum. The second fluorochrome a derivative of  bis-

benzimadazoles  (usually referred to by the original manufacturer as Hoechst). The Hoechst 

fluorochrome (emits blue light when excited), freely diffuses through the membrane, 

intercalating with the DNA, and therefore indicates viable and non-viable bacteria. In 

contrast, PI is a DNA intercalater and used as a viability dye to discriminate between viable and 

non viable cells as it penetrates only bacteria with damaged membranes.26  

 

Experimentally, this was performed by placing a small piece of fiber in the stained diluted 

bacteria solution (diluted S. aureus cells in saline solution 0.85% NaCl) and incubated for at 

room temperature for 1 hour.   

Hoechst (Hoechst 33342, Sigma) and PI (Sigma, P4170), in a 1:200 dilution in silane, were 

directly added onto diluted S. aureus culture, using a final concentration of 50 µg/mL and 1 

µg/mL respectively. Incubation took 10 min and images were acquired immediately 

thereafter. 

Samples were observed on an Olympus Cell^R system attached to an IX-81 inverted 

fluorescence microscope equipped with a F-view-II cooled CCD camera (Soft Imaging 

Systems). Using a Xenon-Arc burner (Olympus Biosystems GMBH) as light source, images 

were excited with the 360 nm, 472 nm or 572 nm excitation filter. Emission was collected 

using a UBG triple- bandpass emission filter cube. For the z-stack image frame acquisition, an 
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Olympus Plan Apo N 60x/1.4 Oil objective and the Cell^R imaging software have been used. 

Images were processed and background-subtracted using the Cell^R software. 

During incubation for 60 min, fluorescent images were taken to monitor changes and the 

results were compared to a control sample containing no fiber.   

Fluorescence-based assays showed that cells incubated with bactericidal fibers for 60 min 

exhibited a substantial loss in viability (Figure 5.14), indicated by an increased PI signal.  

After 60 minutes, the imaging results showed significant reduction of living cells.  In fact, the 

effect was rapid, as the uptake of PI fluorescent cells increased with time. In comparison, 

bacteria without the fiber treatment (control) showed the Hoechst signal only, with hardly any 

PI signal. The appearance of red fluorescent cells is explained by PI uptake because all 

damaged cell membranes become permeable to PI which is thus an indication of cell death. 

The same response was observed for all active potent fibers. The death of the bacteria cells is 

most likely as a result of disruptive interaction on the cell wall at the lipid interface damaging 

the membrane followed by cell lysis.  
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 5.5 Cytotoxicity assay  

Biocompatibility of synthetic quaternized polymers besides its antimicrobial activity has 

attracted considerable attention in recent years.  

It is well accepted that most antimicrobial polymers such as quaternary 

ammonium/phosphonium polymers act by a disruptive interaction on the cell wall at the lipid 

interface.27 However, the most interesting feature of some antimicrobial polymers is their 

ability to exhibit higher activity towards bacterial cells than towards mammalian cells.19 As an 

indication of the toxicity of the fibers, toxic potency of selective fibers (SMI-Pq1, SMI-Pq4, 

SMI-Pq8, SMI-Pq12, SMI-P, and SMI-AP) was tested against rat cardiac H9c-2 cells as a 

mammalian cell culture model.28,29    

Time 0           T = 30 min 

            

 T = 60 min      Control (60 min) 

          

Figure5.14: Fluorescent microscope images of incubated fibers (SMI-Pq12) with S. aureus is saline 
solution 
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H9c-2 Cells were seeded at a density of 105/mL into petri dishes, and grown to a confluency 

of 70-80 %. Propidium iodide (PI) is a membrane-impermeable dye which intercalates with 

the DNA. Its uptake is therefore an indication for the loss of membrane integrity, a hallmark 

of necrotic cell death. In contrast, nuclear condensation (pyknosis) is characterized by 

condensed chromatin and cell shrinkage, a hall mark of apoptosis.30 The formation of 

apoptotic bodies can therefore be assessed by the use of the Hoechst fluorochrome. Both, 

apoptotic and necrotic cell death provide therefore detailed information regarding cell 

viability and potential cytotoxic effects.  

In this assay (Hoechst-33342) and PI (Sigma, P4170), in a 1:200 dilution in PBS, were 

directly added onto the cells, using a final concentration of 50 µg/mL and 1 µg/mL 

respectively. A consistent small piece of each fiber type in triplicate was incubated with the 

cells for up to four hours. Fluorescence microscopy was then used to observe the samples 

during incubation time.  Fluorescence was monitored and images were acquired at 1, 2 and 

after 4 hours incubation time and compared to a control of cells without any fiber.  The 

percentage PI was calculated by counting the red fluorescent cells as a ratio to the total cells 

in each sample image.  The mean average value of each sample was then used for the cell 

viability assay.  
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Figure 5.15: (PI) uptake of H9c-2 Cells treated with various antimicrobial fibers. The H9c-2 Cells were 
incubated with the fibers at room temperature for up to 4 hours. Assays were calculated from 
fluorescence results acquired after 1, 2 and 4 hours incubation. 

 

Figure 5.15 illustrates the percentage of PI uptake with time for all the tested fibers. It can be 

seen from the figure that the quaternary ammonium SMI-Pq4 and SMI-Pq1 fibers were 

extremely toxic as observed by the high (100 %) PI uptake within one hour incubation and 

zero viable (blue) cells. This was a clear indication of rapid cytotoxicity of both fibers 

towards H9c-2 cells by compromising the cell membranes, as evident by the PI signal and 

thus cell death. Thus, the bioactivity of both SMI-Pq1 and SMI-Pq4 fibers indicates that they 

are nonselectively active, meaning it disrupts both mammalian and bacterial cell membranes.  

 

However, cell viability in contact with the other fibers was much better. Fibers containing 

tertiary amino groups SMI-P and phenol groups SMI-AP showed a decline in viable cells as 

the PI uptake was noticed to increase with time. In the case of SMI-AP no significant PI 

uptake of the cells was observed, in contrast, the viability decreased by around 25% after 4 
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hours incubation. On the other hand SMI-P was a little less harmful as 73.6% ±4.7  viable 

cells were observed as judged from the PI signal.  

The monitored fluorescence of SMI-Pq12 samples revealed little change in cell viability 

compared to the control. For example after one hour incubation viable cells calculated 96.5% 

±1.5 (viability control after 1 h 98.2% ±0.3). The PI uptake hardly increased after 4 hour 

incubation at 93% ±5.0 viable cells compared to the control 97.5% ±2.0 viable cells. 

In a similar study by Milovic et al.31 it was shown (using Live/Dead fluorescence assay) that 

polycationic bactericidal N-hexyl,methyl- poly(ethylenimine) surface coating, although highly 

lethal to bacteria, has no harmful effect on mammalian (monkey kidney) cells. 

In Summary, this work shows the toxicity of the fibers on H9c-2 cells decreases in the order 

of SMI-Pq1, SMI-Pq4 >SMI-AP > SMI-P > SMI-Pq8 > SMI-Pq12.  Figure 5.16 displays a 

representation of the results from fluorescence images acquired in the assay, whereby one 

image per fiber is shown as an example and compared to a control image. 
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Figure 5.16: Fluorescence microscopy images of H9c-2 cells after incubation for 4 hours with 
various fibers as indicated in the figure. 
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5.6. Conclusion: 

From the results, it is clear that the polymer fibers of the quaternized SMI-P type derivatives 

are the most potent for both Gram–negative and Gram-positive bacteria. The quaternized 

derivatives of the comercially available precursor SMI-C was about 50% less active than 

those prepared from the alternating precursor SMI-P. 

 The concentration of the fiber used in the antimicrobial evaluation is reasonably low (126-

130 g/mL). Interesting and positive results were obtained for most of the fibers. 

Functionalized fibers of maleimide-styrene copolymer derivatives such as SMI-AE did not 

show any significant antimicrobial activity against the tested strains. SMI-NB fibers were 

slightly active against E. coli. SMI-P fibers showed good activity against S. aureus and 

moderate activity against E. coli. No significant bactericidal activity was detected for all 

unquaternized fibers against P. aeruginosa except for SMI-AP.  

The use the fluorescence microscopy technique has allowed to monitor bacteria viability 

based on membrane damage, because PI fluorochrome only penetrates into the bacteria with 

damaged membrane. A significant reduction of the viable cells (blue fluorescence) was 

demonstrated by fluorescent microscopy, suggesting that the bacteria treated by the 

electrospun fibers had compromised membranes. Membrane damage is therefore one of the 

most likely causes for the death of the bacteria. Also, using the same set of fluorochromes, an 

indication of cytotoxicity towards mammalian (cardiac rat) cells was carried out by 

monitoring fluorescence with time. The quaternized polymer with the longest alkyl chain 

SMI-Pq12 showed the least toxic effect on the cells. Contrarily, fibers quaternized by short 

C1 and C4 alkyl chains had very toxic activity against the cells.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 

The synthesis and characterization of antimicrobial polymer derivatives obtained from 

styrene-maleic anhydride copolymers was presented in this thesis. All the polymers 

synthesized in this study were electrospun into nanofibers and evaluated for antimicrobial 

activity. The main findings and recommendations are discussed in this chapter.  

6.1 Conclusions  

Modification of Poly(styrene‐co‐maleic anhydride) (SMA) copolymers  

In this study two SMA copolymer grades were chosen. An alternating SMA-P (prepared in 

this study) and a random SMA-C (obtained commercially) were chemically modified to 

maleimide derivatives. Conventional free radical polymerization was performed to obtain the 

alternating SMA-P copolymer with a dispersity of 2.7 and a weight average molecular weight 

(Mw) 128 000 g mol-1. The imidization of the SMA copolymer was successfully performed 

using three aliphatic primary amino reagents including n-aminobutane, 2-aminoethanol and 3-

dimethylaminopropylamine (DMAPA). The resulting imidized polymer products were 

poly(styrene-co-n-butylmaleimide) (SMI-NB), poly(styrene-co-N-(2-hydroxyethyl) 

maleimide) (SMI-AE) and poly(styrene-co-N-(3-N,N-dimethylaminopropyl)maleimide) 

(SMI-P).  

A fourth amino compound (4-aminophenol) was used to synthesize N-(p-hydroxyphenyl) 

maleimide (HPM). Free radical copolymerization of HPM with styrene was performed and 

poly(styrene-co-N-(hydroxyphenyl)maleimide) (SMI-AP) was obtained with Mw 31 000 g. 

mol-1, and dispersity (Đ = 2.0).  

The most important maleimide copolymer derivatives among those synthesized were the 

styrene-co-N-(3-N,N-dimethylaminopropyl)maleimide) copolymers SMI-P and SMI-C. These 

copolymers were used as essential precursors for the preparation of quaternary ammonium 

derivatives using alkyl halides with various aliphatic chain lengths, including methyl iodide 

(C1), 1-bromobutane (C4), 1-bromooctane (C8), and 1-dodecylbromide (C12). All modified 

styrene-maleimide (SMI) copolymer derivatives were successfully characterized by ATR-

FTIR, 13C-NMR and 1H-NMR spectroscopy. 
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Electrospinning of styrene‐maleimide copolymer derivatives  

The prepared styrene-maleimide copolymer derivatives were successfully electrospun into 

nanofiber mats with average fiber diameters below 1000 nm. The thermal properties of the 

fiber mats was investigated, according to the TGA results, the copolymer derivatives show an 

increase in thermal stability after imidization of the SMA-P precursor. The quaternized 

derivatives of SMI-P had lower thermal stability as indicated by the lower decomposition 

temperatures compared to the tertiary amine-functional precursors SMI-P and SMI-C.  

Thermal treatment was a successful method to crosslink the water-soluble quaternized fiber 

mats. The treatment at 130 ºC resulted in crosslinked fibers that are insoluble in either water 

or other polar solvents such as DMF. 

 

Antimicrobial evaluation  

The electrospun nanofiber mats were all subjected to antimicrobial evaluation against 

different bacterial strains including Gram-positive bacteria Staphylococcus aureus Xen 36 and 

Gram-negative bacteria Escherichia coli (Xen 14) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Xen 5).  

Bioluminescence assay 

It was shown that the bioluminescence technique can be used as a qualitative method for 

antimicrobial activity screening of nanofibers. This was achieved by utilizing bacterial strains 

that contains the Photorhabdus luminescence luxABCDE operon (lux gene) to provide 

bioluminescence.  

Viable cell count assay 

The shake flask method was applied for the antimicrobial activity assay of the fibers against 

Gram-positive strain S. aureus Xen 36 and Gram-negative strains E. coli Xen 14 and P. aeruginosa 

Xen 5. 

With regards to the unquaternized SMI fiber derivatives, the fibers of SMI-AP were the most 

potent against all bacterial strains. Whereby it killed S. aureus populations (6 log) and 

reduced the populations of E. coli Xen 14 and P. aeruginosa Xen 5 by 5 log and 3 logs 

respectively in 24 hours. 
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No significant activity was detected against P. aeruginosa Xen 5 for SMI-P, SNI-NB and 

SMI-AE. However, SMI-P fibers were able to reduce the populations of S. aureus Xen 36 and 

E. coli Xen 14 by up to 5 logs and 3 logs respectively.  

SMI-AE and SMI-NB fibers did not show any significant antimicrobial properties against any 

of the bacterial strains S. aureus Xen 36 and P. aeruginosa Xen 5. However, the SMI-NB 

fibers were able to reduce the population of E. coli Xen 14 by 2 logs in 24 hours. 

With regards to the antimicrobial activity of the quaternized SMI fibers, all fibers containing 

quaternary ammonium groups have shown good antimicrobial properties as expected. It was 

shown that the quaternized polymer fibers based on the prepared SMI-P precursor exhibited 

the strongest antimicrobial activity against all the tested bacteria. As they were able to 

completely kill S. aureus populations in 24 hours. However, only the quaternized SMI-Pq4 

and SMI-Pq12 fibers were able to completely kill E. coli Xen 14 populations in 24 hours. 

The antimicrobial activity of the quaternized SMI-Pq8 fibers were the most potent against P. 

aeruginosa Xen 5 as it killed all bacterial cells after 24 hours contact. The other quaternized 

derivatives had moderate activity against P. aeruginosa Xen 5, whereby the populations were 

reduced by 3 logs when treated with SMI-Pq12 fibers and by 2 logs with SMI-Pq4 fibers.  

 

External antimicrobial tests at TNO 

Due to technical circumstances only one type of fibers SMI-P was tested against so called 

“super bugs” or warfare microbes. The SMI-P fibers were tested against Bacillus anthracis, 

methicillin resistant S. aureus (MRSA), Yersinia pestis and Vibrio cholerae at the Netherlands 

Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO). The results indicated that the fibers 

were able to inhibit the growth of all the strains except the Bacillus anthracis spores. The 

fibers showed excellent activity against Y. pestis as it completely killed all the cells after 6 

hours of contact.   

 

Mode of action and cytotoxicity  

The use of the fluorescence microscopy technique has allowed monitoring bacteria viability 

based on membrane damage, because PI fluorochrome only penetrates into the bacteria with a 

damaged membrane. A significant reduction of the viable cells (blue fluorescence) was 
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demonstrated by fluorescent microscopy, suggesting that the bacteria treated by the 

electrospun fibers had compromised membranes. Membrane damage is therefore one of the 

most likely causes for the death of the bacteria.  

Using the same set of fluorochromes, an indication of cytotoxicity towards H9c-2 mammalian 

(cardiac rat) cells was carried out by monitoring fluorescence with time. The quaternized 

polymer with the longest alkyl chain SMI-Pq12 showed the least toxic affect on the cells. 

After 4 hour incubation of the cells with the fibers, calculated to be 93% ±5.0 viable cells 

compared to the control 97.5% ±2.0 viable cells. Contrarily, fibers quaternized by short C1 

and C4 alkyl chains had very toxic activity against the cells as they completely killed all H9c-

2 cells in 1 hour. These findings suggest that the derivatives with the longer hydrophobic 

chains such as C12 that low cytotoxicity towards mammalian cells could have a degree of 

selectivity towards pathogens. This interesting property could open doors to extend the 

applications of the polymer fibers in various biomedical fields.  

 

6.2 Recommendations: 

The favorable antimicrobial properties of the materials synthesized in this work, open various 

pathways for further investigations with regards to the design and the usage of the materials 

and fibers in general.  

First of all, an increased understanding of the nature of the crosslinking process of SMI-P and 

its quaternized derivatives will help to design and target selective reactive groups in the 

polymer chain. 

There are a number of interesting points that can be given attention to study or to extend this 

work. These can be summarized as follows:  

 It is worth investigating the quaternized water-soluble polymers in polymer latexes. 

They could play a dual role as surfactant and as antimicrobial agent. This means that 

the polymer will stabilize the latex against coagulation and will protect the latex as 

well as the eventual coating against microbial attack.  

 The ability of the quaternized SMI-P fiber derivatives to crosslink via heat treatment 

makes them excellent candidates for electrospinning. No toxic solvent is required, and 

obviously water is a greener alternative to prepare the antimicrobial nanofibers. 
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 In this work aliphatic halides were used for the quaternization reaction. It is 

recommended to investigate the quaternization using dihalides as a post-

electrospinning step. It would be interesting to study the effect of this reaction on the 

physical and chemical properties of the functionalized fiber mat and on the 

antimicrobial properties. Also to investigate the ability for the quaternization reaction 

to crosslink the fiber mat. 

 The styrene-maleimide copolymer derivative SMI-P is a very good precursor for a 

library of quaternary ammonium compounds. The selection of the halide-containing 

compound can be used to specifically target certain microorganisms, or for 

immobilization of specific functionality. See Scheme below. 

N OO

N

X
R

N OO

N

R

X

X= e.g. Cl, Br, I

R= aiphatic, aromatic, hetrocyclic ..etc

SMI-P

 

 There is a continuous need for new classes of antifungal agents. For example 

pyrimidine derivatives are known as effective fungicides. It is recommended to utilize 

this technology to quaternize the SMI-P with various known fungicides that contain a 

halide to form the quaternary ammonium moieties. an activated halide.  

 Mixtures of different antimicrobial quaternized derivatives are also an interesting area 

of research whereby the antimicrobial efficacy and observation of any synergistic 

effect can be investigated. 

 There was a good indication of low cytotoxicity of some of the fiber mats, such as 

SMI-P and SMI-Pq12. This makes them possible candidates for wound dressings or 

protective bandages. However, it is recommended to apply Methylthiazol Tetrazolium 

(MTT) assays to determine the cytotoxicity of the fibers for biomedical applications. 
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